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ABSTRACT 

A Petrov-Galerkin method for the solution of the compressible Euler and 

N avier-Stokes equations is presented. The method is based on the introduction 

of an anisotropic balancing diffusion in the local direction of the propogation of 

the scalar variables. The direction in which the diffusion is added and its mag

nitude are automatically calculated locally using a criterion that is optimal for 

one-dimensional transport equations. Algorithms are developed using bilinear 

quadrilateral and linear triangular elements. The triangular elements are used 

in conjunction with an adaptive scheme using unstructured meshes. Several ap

plications are presented that show the exceptional stability and accuracy of the 

method, including the ram accelerator concept for the acceleration of projectiles to 

ultrahigh velocities. Both two-dimensional and axisymmetric models are employed 

to evaluate multiple projectile configurations and flow conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The numerical simulation of compressible, chemically reacting fluid flow at 

high Mach numbers plays a major role in the design of supersonic and hypersonic 

vehicles. The belief that numerical techniques could predict all of the relevant 

flow physics and chemistry necessary for the design of a hypersonic aircraft was 

one of the principal reasons for the resurgence of hypersonic research (Povinelli, 

1989). Numerical methods are also important in shock-induced combustion and 

detonation wave research. Such detonations are proposed both for the propulsion of 

aircraft and the acceleration of projectiles (Hertzberg et aI., 1988). The reliance on 

numerical computations is largely due to the difficulty and the expense of obtaining 

experimental data under realistic flight conditions, as well as for multiple hardware 

configurations. 

In the past, great strides have taken place in the development of new com

putational methods. Advances in several areas, however, are required to obtain 

realistic computer simulations of hypersonic flows with combustion (Dwoyer et aI., 

1986). Among these is the capability to accurately model complex geometrical 

configurations at tolerable costs in terms of computational time and storage. The 

accurate and efficient simulation ,:,f flows in complicated geometries is a necessity 

to model realistic supersonic combustion problems at high Mach numbers. In this 

work, a method is developed to simulate these types of flows which addresses the 

deficiencies of current algoritluns. The numerical simulation of a concept of signifi

cant interest, the ram accelerator approach for projectile acceleration, is presented 

to demonstrate the stability, accuracy, and utility of this new algorithm. An initial 

approximation to the effects of chemical reactions is included in this simulation for 

the shock-induced combustion drive mechanism. 
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1.1 Background 

Much of the difficulty to numerically simulate flows of engineering interest 

stems from the wide range of length scales present. These scales, ranging from 

the thicknesses of shock waves and viscous boundary layers to the dimensions of 

the computdional domain, dictate the stucture of the computational mesh. Mesh 

spacing must be small enough to resolve fea~ures of the smallest scales of interest 

and also span the entire flow field. This can severely limit the complexity of a two

dimensional model and restrict three-dimensional analyses to only the simplest 

geometries. 

To avoid costly overmeshing while maintaining accuracy, the use of grids 

which lack the structure of conventional finite difference type grids is needed. The 

use of these unstructured grids requires algorithms which are essentially indepen

dent of a global coordinate system and a global mesh geometry. The inherent 

inflexibility of finite difference methods toward these meshes has become a sub

stantial roadblock. In addition, the difficulty in mapping a structured grid onto a 

domain with complicated boundaries also limits these methods. Such important 

shortcomings helped to introduce finite element methods, which are quite common 

in problems of structural mechanics, into the field of computational fluid dynamics. 

The attractiveness of these methods includes their adaptiveness to unstructured 

grids and the substantial mathematical basis for their development and use. 

In addition to the difficulties related to the various length scales, chemical 

reactions in the flow, which are essential in modeling supersonic propulsion sys

tems, also present scaling problems through the appearance of time scales much 

smaller than those encountered in the "cold flow" problem. These scales stem 

from extremely short reaction times. When the additional differential equations 

and source terms describing these reactions are introduced directly into the system 

of flow equations, either very stiff matrix equations must be solved for implicit 

schemes, or extremely restrictive time step constraints are imposed on explicit al

gorithms. As a result, for problems in which only the macroscopic results of the 

reactions are desired, the flow equations are usually advanced explicitly in time 
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with the chemical source terms held constant, followed by the advancement of the 

chemical rate equations, either explicitly through a series of small time steps or by 

an implicit treatment (Yungster et al., 1989). Regardless of the treatment of the 

chemistry, however, an efficient, flexible flow solver is needed if realistic problems 

are to be investigated. 

Additionally, the high gradients of the dependent variables associated with 

shock waves have invariably required the modification of algorithms in order to 

maintain stability and obtain physically meaningful results. These modifications, 

generally referred to as "shock-capturing" methods, are essentially of three types 

(Woodward and Colella, 1984): 

1. artificial viscosity methods in which discontinuities are spread over a few 

computational zones, 

ii. flux-corrected transport (FCT) algorithms where regions of smooth flow are 

approximated using a high-order scheme while near discontinuities a low

order scheme is blended in which guarantees monotone representations of 

the jumps, and 

111. Godunov's scheme in which a solution is built up by a large number of con

stant states (Riemann's shock tube problem). A Riemann solver computes 

the nonlinear interaction of these constant states of the fluid and determines 

which nonlinear waves emerge. 

All of these methods have attractive features, but each also has draw

backs. Godunov's approach (Godunov, 1959) requires a Riemann inversion and 

is unattractive in the context of multidimensional finite element or finite difference 

calculations. The FCT methods, developed by Boris and Book (1973), were gen

eralized to multidimensions by Zelasak (1979) and adapted to finite elements by 

Lohner (1986). While yielding good results for a single PDE in one dimension, the 

extension to multidimensions and/or systems of equations introduces difficulties 

as there is no natural extension of the important flux limiting process, the crite

rion used for the blending of the high- and low-order schemes. Finally, artificial 
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viscosity methods, most notable of which are those developed by von Neumann 

and Richtmeyer (1950) and Lapidus (1967), have been used in both finite differ

ence and finite element algorithms. Invariably these methods introduce parameters 

with no criteria for their choice except that for some values "reasonable" solutions 

are found. 

Petrov-Galerkin finite element methods, first extended to compressible flow 

by Hughes and Tezduyar (1984), can also be classified as an artificial viscosity 

method. This attempt, however, at extending the ideas that led to extremely 

successful algorithms for incompressible flows, exhibited poor robustness and sub

sequently required the addition of a "discontinuity-capturing" term to suppress 

oscillations near shocks (Hughes and Mallet, 1986b). 

1.2 Petrov-Galerkin Finite Element Methods 

As discussed earlier, the capability of finite elements to handle unstructured 

grids was an important reason for their introduction into the field of compressible 

fluid flow. This advantage over more commonly used, but less flexible methods, 

can be exploited for meshing complicated flow domains and also adaptively refining 

these meshes as the solution evolves. 

In contrast to the development of finite elements for the approximation 

of problems in solid mechanics, elements for most fluid flow problems are not 

derivable by variational means. This difference, which is a direct consequence 

of the lack of self-adjointness of the spatial operators of the Euler and N avier

Stokes equations, results in sub-optimal error bounds. In practice, for convection 

dominated problems, this leads to solutions which are rendered meaningless from 

spurious oscillations. 

Many of the difficulties encountered in the initial application of finite ele

ment methods to fluid mechanics already appear in the one-dimensional convective 

diffusion equation. In fact, for this simple model equation, the difference equations 

obtained by the Galerkin method using piecewise linear trial and test functions are 

the same as those derived by the finite difference method with central differencing 
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of the derivatives. It is well known that as the convection-diffusion balance, usually 

expressed in tenns of a cell Reynolds or Peclet number, increases beyond a critical 

value, oscillatory solutions appear. It is also well known that the use of forward or 

backward differencing of the convective tenn, referred to as upwinding, results in 

a stable algorithm. An analysis of the resulting truncation error, however, shows 

that this stability is achieved via an inherent artificial dissipation. As a result, 

oscillations are damped, but accuracy is lost. 

One of the reasons that upwinding works, and, in fact, one of the motiva

tions for the name of this approach, is that this type of differencing "recognizes" 

that a preferred direction for the transport of information exists. The difference ap

proximation for the convective term is therefore biased in the upstream, or upwind, 

direction. 

In the context of finite elements, a similar influence was achieved through 

the modification of normally symmetric weighting functions, resulting in weights 

skewed toward the upstream direction. Christie et al. (1976) introduced weight

ing functions for the linear one-dimensional problem in which a perturbation to 

the usual Galerkin weights was added to achieve this upwinding effect. A pa

rameter was also included as a coefficient in this perturbation term which was 

chosen to maximize accuracy. In this way, contrary to standard upwinding, stabil

ity was achieved, but not at the expense of accuracy. Shortly thereafter, Heinrich 

et al. (1977) advanced this approach to the two-dimensional problem and an exten

sion to quadratic elements was given by Heinrich and Zienkiewicz (1977). A review 

of the early literature in the use of these special weighted residual forms, known as 

the Petrov-Galerkin method, is given in Heinrich and Zienkiewicz (1979). 

It was observed in these works that the effect of the Petrov-Galerkin weight

ing functions is to approximate the convective derivative with combinations of cen

tral and upwind differences, with the blending controlled by the additional param

eter. In fact, this is much like the approach suggested by Barrett (1974) in which 

the same combinations of central and upwind differences were derived. In each 

case, for a constant coefficient model equation on c, unifonn mesh, the controlling 

parameter is chosen such that the exact solution is obtained at grid points. 
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Shortly thereafter, Kelly et al. (1980) introduced the concept of an added 

balancing dissipation and showed its equivalence to Petrov-Galerkin methods. In 

doing so, a physical interpretation to the use of these weighting functions was given 

as well as the notion of an optimal artificial dissipation. This connection was then 

used to derive Petrov-Galerkin weighting functions for the two-dimensional prob

lem by adding the balancing dissipation only along the streamline. Heinrich (1980) 

discussed further the connections between the added balancing dissipation, Petrov

Galerkin, and standard Galerkin methods for the solution of convective diffusion 

transport equations. 

These basic ideas were extended by Brooks and Hughes (1982) to treat 

the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible flows. The application 

of these methods to the Boussinesq equations for density-driven incompressible 

flows has also been very successful (Heinrich and Yu, 1988). In these formulations, 

the proper weighting functions were determined element-wise through coordinate 

rotations into the local streamline directions. 

Attempts to extend these methods to compressible flows, however, have 

not been as successful. The efforts to date have concentrated on the approxi

mation of general multidimensional hyperbolic and advective diffusion systems of 

equations with the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations considered as special cases 

(for example, Hughes and Tezduyar, 1984 and Hughes and Mallet, 1986a, respec

tively). This work approached the determination of the Petrov-Galerkin weight

ing functions through the diagonalization of the governing systems of equations 

and led to nonunique definitions of the perturbation operators in the weight

ing functions. Oscillatory numerical results necessitated the introduction of a 

"discontinuity-capturing" operator into the weighting function (Hughes and Mallet, 

1986b). This additional term, which adds a diffusion in the direction of the solu

tion gradient, does not have a criterion for its definition. More importantly, these 

efforts have seemingly negated the most attractive properties of Petrov-Galerkin 

methods: their simplicity and the fact that criteria are available to determine the 

amount of artificial diffusion and the direction in which it must be added in order 

to maintain stability and maximize accuracy. As a result, the most successful finite 
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element algorithms encountered today are those based on the ideas of Donea (1984) 

and Zienkiewicz et al. (1985) under the name of Taylor-Galerkin methods, and 

combined with unstructured adaptive grids (Lohner et al., 1985, Zienkiewicz et 

aZ., 1986, and Peraire et aZ., 1987). They do require the introduction of artificial 

viscosity, however, and the best way to do this has not been fully resolved. 

As stated previously, the successful Petrov-Galerkin fonnulations for incom

pressible flow problems were accomplished through the addition of an anisotropic 

diffusion in the direction of the streamlines. In an inviscid incompressible flow, 

these are the directions in which disturbances propagate. On the other hand, dis

turbances in a compressible fluid, in the absence of diffusion, are not only convected 

in the direction of flow, but are also transported radially outward from where they 

started. As a result, the streamlines are not necessarily the correct directions for 

use in the formulation of the Petrov-Galerkin weighting functions. It is the detenni

nation of the correct directions of propagation and the proper convection-diffusion 

balance that has proven difficult to date. 

1.3 Oblique Detonation Wave Ram Accelerator 

Of the many important applications of numerical methods to problems of 

high-speed compressible flow, the ram accelerator is an example which is of much 

current interest. In this concept, a projectile is accelerated through a tube filled 

with a premixed gaseous propellant (Hertzberg et aZ., 1988). In principle, the 

shape of the projectile, its velocity, and the combustible mixture are designed such 

that the oblique shock formed at the leading edge of the projectile does not initiate 

combustion, but its reflection off the tube wall does. The subsequent energy release 

results in an increase in pressure and a net thrust on the projectile. 

The numerical simulation of even the nonreacting flow problem for this con

cept is challenging because of the small ratio of the gap between the projectile and 

the tube wall to the radius of the tube. In addition, viscous effects are important 

not only because of this small ratio, but also to account for the relative motion 

between the projectile and the tube. 
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As in many high-speed flow problems, chemical reactions are involved in 

the function and performance of the ram accelerator. While the focus of this work 

is on the development of an algorithm for the approximation of the nonreacting 

flow equations, the type of combustion present in this concept allows the effects 

of chemically reacting fluid to be included under certain conditions. Because of 

the current interest in the ram accelerator and the fact that its modeling includes 

many of the computational difficulties this work is aimed at resolving, the algorithm 

developed herein is applied to several projectile configurations and flow conditions 

to demonstrate its stability and accuracy. 

1.4 Scope and Objective 

In view of the efforts to date, an alternate approach is taken in this work in 

which the density p, velocity components u and v, and the specific total energy E 

or specific internal energy e are considered as the dependent variables rather than 

the conserved variables: p, pu, pv, and pE. In doing so, the governing equations 

are readily cast in a form describing the transport of these new quantities, and 

correct Petrov-Galerkin weighting functions can be determined. 

Prior to developing the finite element model for fluid flow, a review of the 

Petrov-Galerkin and added balancing dissipation methods is needed. This review 

is the primary subject of Chapter 2. In addition, a new analysis of the radial con

vective diffusion model equation is presented to show the effects of these methods 

along the r-coordinate axis. This result is important in the subsequent develop

ment of axisymmetric elements. 

In Chapter 3, the governing equations for the flow of a compressible fluid 

are cast in the form of transport expressions for the dependent variables considered 

in this work. A nonconservative form of these equations is developed, and the 

convection-diffusion balances are identified. 

From these governing equations, two different weighted residual formulations 

are developed. In both cases, Petrov-Galerkin finite elements are derived for the 

discretization in space, and finite differences are used in time to arrive at explicit 
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algorithms. The first formulation, which uses the specific total energy form of the 

energy equation, is given in Chapter 4. This chapter includes the derivation of 

the semidiscrete form of the governing equations, discusses the methods used to 

compute steady-state solutions, and presents numerical results of both the Euler 

and N avier-Stokes equations. 

The second weighted residual formulation is the subject of Chapter 5. Here, 

the form of the energy equation which describes the transport of the internal en

ergy is used. As a result, several simplifications over the total energy formulation 

are realized, and an additional benefit is observed for high Mach number flows. 

Axisymmetric as well as two-dimensional finite elements are derived. Numerical 

results are presented and discussed. 

In Chapter 6, the use of triangular elements and adaptive refinement of 

grids is given. The error estimator and mesh generator of Peraire et al. (1987) are 

presented and implemented in conjunction with a triangular form of the elements 

derived in Chapter 5. Examples are shown which highlight the benefits of adapting 

the computational mesh to the numerical solution. 

The algorithms developed herein are applied to the ram accelerator concept 

in Chapter 7. Details of the concept itself and a detonation wave model are given. 

Several projectile configurations and flow conditions are considered and examples 

of flows up to Mach 10 and Reynolds number in excess of 108 are given. 

In Chapter 8, conclusions are drawn from this work, and suggestions are 

made for further research. 



CHAPTER 2 

FINITE ELEMENT METHODS FOR 

LINEAR TRANSPORT EQUATIONS 
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While the use of finite element methods for the approxima'~ion of problems 

in structural mechanics has become quite common, their development for fluid 

dynamic applications has progressed more slowly. Much of this discrepancy is a 

consequence of the lack of self-adjointness of the spatial operators of the Euler 

and N avier-Stokes equations. As a result, elements for most flow problems are 

not derivable using variational methods and the use of classical weighted residual 

schemes often leads to oscillatory numerical results. To understand the source of 

this behavior and discover ways to avert it, much research has been focused on 

the linear convective diffusion equation as a model for more complicated transport 

equations. 

2.1 Weighted Residual Formulation 

Consider the following steady-state transport equation on n, an open 

bounded domain of RN (N = 1,2, or 3), 

u . V' ¢> - V' . (k . V' ¢» = Q , xE n. (2.1) 

Here, ¢> = ¢>(x) is the unknown function, U = u(x) is the velocity field, k = k(x) 

is the diffusivity tensor, and Q = Q(x) is a source term. The conditions on r, the 

boundary of n, are 

¢>(x) = f(x) , x E rD (2.2) 

and 

n·(k·V'¢»=g(x) , (2.3) 
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where f and 9 are given functions, n is the outward unit normal to r, r D ur N = r, 
and r D n r N = 0, the empty set. 

The classical solution of this problem involves finding a twice differentiable 

function </J, on Q, such that Equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) are satisfied. In addi

tion, for a solution to exist, k(x) and Q(x) must be sufficiently smooth. 

To discuss a weighted residual approach to the solution of this model prob

lem, it is convenient to first define the following function spaces: 

Hl(Q) == {cp 11 (cp2 + l\7cpI2) dQ < oo} 

H J (Q) == { cp E H I (Q) I cp = 0 on r D } 

b 1 (Q) == { cp E H I (Q) I cp = f on r D } 

The residual function 

R(x) = u· \7</J - \7. (k· \7</J) - Q 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

is now introduced using Equation (2.1). Clearly, if </J satisfies Equation (2.1), then 

R(x) = o. With w = w(x) E HJ, the inner product 

In w(x)R(x) dQ = 0 (2.8) 

results in the weighted residual form of the given boundary value problem. After 

the substitution of Equation (2.7), the expression for R(x), into the above and 

the application of Green's first identity to the diffusion term, the problem may be 

stated as follows: Find a function </J(x) E bl(Q) such that 

a(w,</J) = l(w,</J) Vw E HJ(Q) . (2.9) 

Here, the bilinear form a( w, </J) and the linear form l( w, ¢) are respectively given 

by 

a(w,</J) = in [wu· \7¢ + V'w . (k· \7¢)] dQ (2.10) 

and 
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l(w,¢) = { wQ dn+ { wg dr. In irN 
(2.11) 

It may be seen that with the given choices of function spaces for w and ¢, if 

¢ is the solution to the weighted residual problem, it also satisfies Equations (2.1) 

through (2.3). The functions ¢ are called the trial (or shape) functions while the 

functions ware called the test (or weighting) functions. It is the choice of w that 

determines the particular weighted residual method. 

The expression of the problem in the weighted residual, or weak, form relaxes 

the restrictions on the solution space and the smoothness of k and f as compared 

to the requirements of the classical problem. 

2.2 Galerkin Finite Element Method 

The unknown function ¢ is now approximated by the following finite expan-

slOn: 
n 

¢(X) ~ ¢h(x) = L 'l/Ji(X) ai (2.12) 
i=l 

where 1pj(X) are known analytic functions and aj are coefficients to be determined. 

Upon the definition of the finite dimensional subspaces 

(2.13) 

and 

(2.14) 

the weighted residual problem becomes that of finding ¢h E sn such that 

(2.15) 

The Galerkin method is given by choosing the weighting functions to be the ex

pansion functions; that is 

i = 1, ... ,n, (2.16) 
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in which case Equation (2.15) becomes 

i = 1, ... ,n . (2.17) 

This expression results in n algebraic equations for the n coefficients ai. 

It is well known that for linear, elliptic self-adjoint operators the Galerkin 

method described above gives optimal approximations. The operator of Equa

tion (2.1), however, is not self-adjoint due to the presence of the convective term, 

u . \l ¢>. In fact, for convection dominated problems, the Galerkin finite element 

method leads to results which are rendered meaningless from spurious oscillations. 

The source of this instability may be seen by examining the finite element 

solution of the following one-dimensional form of Equation (2.1) with Q = 0 and 

constant velocity u and diffusivity k: 

d¢> d2 cjy 
u--k-=O, 

dx dx 2 a<x<b, 

with boundary conditions 

¢>(a) = f 

and 

k d¢ I = 9 . 
dx x=b 

Here, ¢> is expanded using piecewise linear basis functions N i ( x) as 

n 

¢>(x) 0;:::: t/>h(x) = L Ni(x) ¢>i 
i=1 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

(2.21 ) 

with ¢>1 = f to satisfy the Dirichlet condition at x = a. Since these shape functions 

(shown in Figure 2.1) are unity at each mesh (or nodal) point and zero at all others, 

the coefficients in Equation (2.21) are the approximate values of ¢; i.e., at node i, 
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N i- 1 N i+l 

Figure 2.1 Piecewise linear shape functions. 

x = Xi, and ¢(xd ~ ¢i. It is the choice of shape functions with this characteristic 

that is the basis of the finite element method. 

After the substitution of Equation (2.21) into Equation (2.15) and the use 

of N i as the weighting functions, a system of equations for ¢i is derived via the 

Galerkin method. On a unifonn grid with element length h, the equation at node 

i becomes 

(2.22) 

It is recognized here that the Galerkin method used to obtain this expression is 

equivalent to an approximation of each tenn in Equation (2.18) with a second-order 

central difference. The exact solution of this difference equation is given by 

(
2+ )i 

¢i=A.+B --' 2-, 

where " the cell Peclet number, is defined as 

uh ,=-k 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

and A. and B are constants determined by the boundary conditions. It is evident 

from Equation (2.23) that oscillatory results will be obtained for problems in which 

the cell Peclet number exceeds 2. 
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2.3 One-Dimensional Petrov-Galerkin Finite Element Method 

The oscillatory Galerkin solution is a direct result of the central difference 

approximations to the derivatives in the model equation. In fact, Heinrich and 

Envia (1982) proved that this method introduces a negative artificial diffusivity 

which increases with the cell Peclet number. An alternate approach, used exten

sively by finite difference analysts to avoid this problem, is to approximate the first 

derivative by the following first-order expressions: 

u > 0; 
(2.25) 

u < o. 

This scheme, known as upwinding, while avoiding "wiggles", does, however, result 

in overdamped solutions. Analysis shows that the leading term of the truncation 

error is actually an additional diffusion of magnitude uh/2. It can also be shown 

that this scheme is equivalent to a central difference approximation of all terms in 

Equation (2.18), but with diffusivity k + uh/2. 

With this in mind, the Galerkin formulation of the modified equation 

a<x<b (2.26) 

is sought. Here, however, instead of adding the total diffusion of the upwind scheme, 

the term 

k' = a uh , 
2 

(2.27) 

is used which includes the parameter a to control the amount of dissipation intro

duced into the problem. The weak form of Equation (2.26), obtained through the 

use of Equations (2.9) through (2.11), may be written as 

1
b 

[ d¢> ( Uh) dw d¢>] d¢> Ib wu-+ k+a- -- dx=wk- . 
a dx 2 dx dx dx a 

(2.28) 
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For linear elements, with 4>( x) given by Equation (2.21), the Galerkin 

method yields the following equations: 

l
b [ . d4>h ( Uh) dNi d4>h] . I N'u-+ k+a- ---- dx=N'g , 

a. dx \ 2 dx dx x= b 

i = 1, ... , n , (2.29) 

where the Neumann boundary condition given by Equation (2.20) has been used 

and the components of the weighting function w h are the shape functions N i . 

For these linear elements it can be shown that on a uniform mesh the dif

ference equation for node i is 

which has the solution 

4>i = A + B [2 + I(a + 1)] I 
2 + I(a -1) 

(2.30) 

(2.31 ) 

Here, I, the mesh Peclet number, is given by Equation (2.24) and A and Bare 

constants determined by the boundary conditions. To preclude oscillations, a must 

exceed the critical value, 
2 

a c = 1- - , 
I 

(2.32) 

thereby constraining the term in brackets to be nonnegative. Furthermore, if 

the difference equation given by Equation (2.30) is used to approximate Equa-

tion (2.18), the following expression for a can be shown to eliminate the trun~ation 

error: 
I 2 

a = coth - - - . 
2 I 

(2.33) 

In other words, this choice of a yields the exact solution at each nodal point for 

this model problem. 

The scheme outlined above was introduced by Kelley et al. (1980) as the 

added balancing dissipation method. As this name implies. the artificial diffusion 

added to the problem is done to balance the antidiffusive effects of a Galerkin 
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or central difference approximation to the first derivative term of the differential 

equation. In contrast to standard upwind finite differencing and other artificial 

dissipation methods, precise criteria exist for the introduction of this diffusion so 

that nonphysical oscillations are eliminated without sacrificing accuracy. 

An alternate approach for averting oscillatory results can also be derived by 

first rearranging Equation (2.29) as follows: 

1
b 
[(. h dNi ) d¢>h dN

i 
d¢>h ] . I N1+a?,-- u--+k---- dx=N1g , 

a ~ dx dx dx dx x=b 

i = 1, ... ,n . 

This equation suggests the following form of a weighting function: 

h i h dN i 

u =N +0:'---, 
2 dx 

= wh + ph 

i = 1,··· ,n 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

in which w h is the standard Galerkin weighting function, i.e., the shape functions, 

and ph is a perturbation which includes the derivative of the shape function. Equa

tions (2.35) and (2.36) can be generalized to the following: 

hdw 
v=w+a--

2 dx 

=w+p. 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

'With the space em defined as that which contains functions with at least m con

tinuous derivatives, it is clear that for piecewise linear elements, w h = N i E CO 

and ph E C- I
; i.e., discontinuous. In fact, for general elements, both p and ph 

are discontinuous across element boundaries regardless of the order of the basis 

functions. 

To formulate the variational problem associated with Equation (2.34), define 

the jump operator acting at a point x as 

(2.39) 
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where j+ and j- denote right and left limits, respectively. 

The weighted residual form of Equation (2.18) is given by 

l
b 

( del> dw del» I wu-+k-- dx=wg 
a dx dx dx x=b 

(2.40) 

after the use of Equations (2.9) through (2.11). A generalization of this expression 

can be written as 

l
b 

( del> dWdel» wu-+k-- dx 
a dx dx dx 

+ L 1 p (u~eI> -k~~) dx = Wgl 
j ej X X x=b 

(2.41) 

where the summation is carried out over all element interiors ej. Within these 

element interiors, the original differential equation is also weighted with p, the 

perturbation function. This equation can be written equivalently as 

1 ( d¢ d2e1» [ del>] L v u- - k-z dx + L w k-
. e' dx dx . dx x. 

J 1 J 1 

+W (k ~eI> - g) I = 0 
x x=b 

(2.42) 

after integrating the diffusive term by parts and simplifying. It is pointed out 

here that the Euler-Lagrange equation is Equation (2.18) valid over the element 

interiors, the natural boundary condition is given by Equation (2.20), and there 

exists the continuity condition 

[k del>] = 0 
dx x. 

1 

(2.43) 

at each interelement boundary. This type of analysis was first presented by Hughes 

and Brooks (1982). 
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Furthermore, for linear finite elements derived with the weighting function 

of Equation (2.36), the dirfusion term multiplying p in Equation (2.41) vanishes: 

1 d?</>h 1 dph d</>h L -phk-2 dx = L k--dx 
. e' dx . e' dx dx 

} 1 } 1 

= L 1 kat:.. d?N
i 

d</>h dx 
. e' 2 dx2 dx 

} 1 

=0, 

and the finite dimensional form of Equation (2.41) can be written as 

l
b 

( i d</>h dNi d</>h) 
Nu-+k-- dx 

a dx dx dx 

1 uh dN i d</>h . I + L a""?----dx = N'g , 
• p • ~ dx dx x-b 

} ~ -
i = 1, ... ,n . 

(2.44) 

(2.45) 

This expression, which has just been shown to be equivalent to weighting the 

residual of the original model equation with 

i = 1, ... ,n, (2.46) 

results in the same finite element equations as Equation (2.29). Since the latter 

expression was derived via the classical Galerkin method after the introduction 

of a balancing diffusion term into the model equation, a physical interpretation 

to the use of a weighting function of the form given by Equation (2.46) is given. 

This weighting of the residual with a function constructed from the basis functions 

is known as a Petrov-Galerkin method. The equivalence of this approach to the 

introduction of a balancing diffusion for this equation is discussed in Kelly et al. 

(1980) and Heinrich (1980). 

Beyond the physical interpretation this connection yields, it also provides a 

methodology for the determination of the Petrov-Galerkin weights. By identifying 

the convection-diffusion balance; i.e., the cell Peclet number, the proper balancing 

diffusion is immediately given by Equations (2.27) and (2.33). From this diffusion, 
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and in particular the value of the parameter a, the Petrov-Galerkin weighting 

function is determined as Equation (2.46). 

It should be noted that the equivalence discussed above between the Petrov

Galerkin and added balancing dissipation methods is lost if there exists a nonzero 

source term or higher order elements are used. In these cases, the added balancing 

dissipation approach is produced through the use of the Petrov-Galerkin weighting 

function on the convective term only. 

Several remarks can be made regarding the weighting function given by 

Equation (2.46). First, for the diffusion dominated limit u -jo 0, 'Y and therefore 

a -jo 0, resulting in vh == Ni, the standard Galerkin weighting function. Alterna

tively, in the limit k -jo 0, 'Y -jo 00 and a -jo 1 and the use of Equation (2.46) is 

equivalent to a fully upwinded approximation. It is readily seen that for interme

diate cases: 0 < Q: < 1. Finally, as h -jo 0, the perturbation to the basis func

tion disappears and the weighting function becomes that of the standard Galerkin 

method. 

2.4 Multidimensional Petrov-Galerkin Finite Element Method 

Kelly et at. (1980) extended these ideas to the two-dimensional linear con

vective diffusion equation. Assuming an isotropic diffusivity k == kI, I being the 

identity tensor, this result is now examined to establish the mathematical founda

tion needed later in the extension to the equations of fluid dynamics. 

With no source term, Equation (2.1) reduces to 

(2.47) 

with boundary conditions given by Equations (2.2) and (2.3). In the rectangular 

Cartesian coordinates (x, y), the governing equation becomes 

o</> o</> 0 o</> 0 o</> 
ll- +v- - -k- - -k- = o. ox oy ox ox oy oy (2.48) 
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y 

u 

/ 

x 

Figure 2.2 Coordinate system definition for two-dimensional convective diffusion 
equation. 

Here, the velocity vector is u = (u, v) T; u and v being the x- and y-components, 

respectively. 

Equation (2.48) is now transformed through a local (element-wise) rotation 

of the x-y coordinate system to a new s-n system in which the s-axis is parallel 

to the velocity vector u. The coordinate systems are depicted in Figure 2.2. 

In the s-n system, Equation (2.48) becomes 

o¢ 0 o¢ 0 o¢ lul- --k- --k- = 0 
os Os os on on 

, V' ' '-vo-' 

(a) (b) 

(2.49) 

which is essentially comprised of two parts. Part (a) is effectively a one-dimensional 

convective diffusion equation in the s-direction with velocity lui = Ju 2 + v2 • The 

remaining term, expression (b), represents a crosswind diffusion along n. 

Considering the diffusivity defined by Equation (2.27) as that which 

IS needed to properly balance one-dimensional convection and diffusion, the 

anisotropic dissipation 

k' = lulh[l 0] 
sn 0: ') 0 0 

~ sn 
(2.50) 
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is added to the transformed equation. The quantity h is now an element length 

in the direction of u. This balancing dissipation, which acts along the stream

line, achieves stability in the numerical scheme without introducing any crosswind 

diffusion. Based on Equation (2.49), the convective diffusion equation in the s-n 

system, the parameter Q is given by the one-dimensional result 

, 2 
a = coth - --2 , 

where the mesh Peclet number is now defined as 

lulh ,=-k 

in each element. 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

The Galerkin weak form of this modified equation; that is, Equation (2.49) 

after the addition of the diffusion given by Equation (2.50), and rotation back to 

the x-y coordinate system, leads to the expression 

1 { ( o<jJ orjJ) ow [OrjJ uh ( U orjJ v O<jJ)] 
W u-+v- +- k-+a- --+-n ax oy ax ax 2 lui ax lui oy 

A rearrangement and simplification of this result to 

suggests the following form of a weighting function: 

h 
v=w+a-(u·'\7w) 

21ul 
= w+p, 

in which p is a C- 1 perturbation. 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 
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Hughes and Brooks (1982) are now followed to fonnulate the variational 

problem associated with the two-dimensional model equation weighted by Equa

tion (2.56). First, the jump operator acting at the point (x, y) is defined as 

(2.57) 

where 0"+ and 0"- denote right and left limits of the diffusive flux vector 0", re

spectively, and n is a unit vector normal to the interelement boundaries, t. These 

interelement boundaries are given by 

(2.58) 
e 

in which r e is an element boundary, e denotes the element number, and the diffusive 

flux vector is defined as 

O"=-k·'V¢>. (2.59) 

A generalized weak form of Equation (2.47) is now written as 

In [wu· 'V¢> + 'Vw· (k· 'V¢»] dQ 

+ 2;: 1. p[u· 'V¢> - 'V. (k· 'V¢»]dQ = iN wg df 
] J 

(2.60) 

where the summation is carried out over all element interiors e i. After the appli

cation of Green's identity, this equation becomes 

~ li V [u· 'V¢> - 'V. (k· 'V¢»] do' + 1r w [un] dr 

+ f w [n . (k . 'V ¢» - g] dr = 0 . 
irN 

(2.61) 

From this expression it is observed that the Euler-Lagrange equation is Equa

tion (2.47) valid over the element interiors, the natural boundary condition is given 

by Equation (2.3), and the flux continuity condition 

(2.62) 
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must hold at each interelement boundary. Also, since </> E jjl(fl.), the Dirichlet 

condition, given by Equation (2.2), is automatically satisfied. As discussed earlier, 

this discontinuous weight is referred to as the Petrov-Galerkin weighting function. 

For linear finite elements with shape functions N i , the Petrov-Galerkin 

weight is expressed as 

i = 1,·· ·,n (2.63) 

and Equation (2.60) becomes 

in [Niu. '\l</>h + "VN i . (k. "V</>h)] dfl. 

+ 2;: 1. a2~1 (u. "VN i
) (u· "V</>h) dfl. 

J } 

i = 1,···, n (2.64) 

where </>h is the finite element approximation of </>. 

Here, as in the one-dimensional case, the summed terms contain only the 

convective contribution. As shown by Equation (2.44), the weighting of the diffu

sion by the perturbation vanishes for linear elements, except for the cross derivatives 

which are ignored. 

The equivalence between the Petrov-Galerkin method and the use of the 

added balancing dissipation of Equation (2.50) has been shown, thereby giving a 

physical interpretation to the use of these weighting functions. It should be pointed 

out here that the integration of the balancing dissipation terms is carried out only 

in the element interiors because of discontinuities at the element boundaries. 

In cases where a source term is present, the equivalence between these two 

schemes is lost. This source term would appear in both the first and second lines of 

Equation (2.64) in a consistent Petrov-Galerkin formulation, and only the first line 

in the added balancing dissipation approach. In the latter case, this is the same as 

using the Petrov-Galerkin weight, but only on the convective term. Higher-order 
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shape ftlllctions also lead to differences between these two approaches since the 

weighting of the diffusion by the perturbation no longer vanishes. 

The relationship shown to exist between the added balancing dissipation and 

the use of the Petrov-Galerkin weights also gives a methodology for the derivation 

of these weighting ftlllctions. In multi-dimensional problems, the determination of 

the convection-diffusion balance is made via a coordinate transformation. Once 

this balance is known, the proper diffusion is determined, and the weighting func

tion is given by Equation (2.63). The extension to three dimensions is now obvious. 

2.5 Petrov-Galerkin Finite Element Method in Cylindrical Coordinates 

While Equation (2.64), the weak form of the multi-dimensional linear con

vective diffusion equation, is independent of a coordinate system, the parameter a 

is derived based on the one-dimensional model in the rectangular Cartesian coordi

nate x. The analogous expression in cylindrical coordinates, the radial convective 

diffusion equation, must be considered to establish the appropriateness of this pa

rameter for use in these coordinates. Figure 2.3 depicts the relationship between 

the two systems. 

The convective diffusion equation along the r-axis with constant u and k is 

given by 

u d</J _ ~!£ (kr d</J) = 0 , 
dr r dr dr 

(2.65) 

with appropriate boundary conditions. Previous Petrov-Galerkin solutions of this 

problem were obtained by Donea et al. (1985) using a velocity of the form Air, 

thereby satisfying a divergence-free velocity condition. This velocity, however, al

lowed the straightforward application of the original result with diffusivity kr. The 

following discussion assumes a constant velocity, thereby allowing for an extension 

to transport equations with more general velocity fields. 

The expansion of </J using piecewise linear basis functions N i (r) as 

n 

¢(r) ~ ¢h(r) = L Ni(r) ¢i (2.66) 
i==l 
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y 
r 

x 

z 

Figure 2.3 Definition of rectangular Cartesian (x,y,z) and cylindrical (r,B,z) 
coordinate systems. 

results in the following Galerkin finite element equations: 

i = 1, ... ,n. (2.67) 

Here, the coordinate r is also expanded by the shape functions as 

n 

r = L N i (r ) r i . (2.68) 
i=l 

On a uniform grid with element length h, the difference equation at node i (r = Ti) 

becomes 

u k 
2h (-rPi-l + rPi+l) - h2 (rPi-l - 2rPi + rPi+l) 

k u 
-~h . (-rPi-l + rPiH) + -6 . (rPi-l - 2<1>i + <l>i+d = o. 

~ r 1 r t 

(2.69) 
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The first three terms in this expression are recognized as second-order central differ

ence approximations to each term in Equation (2.65) subsequent to the expansion 

of the diffusion term. The remaining difference expression has no counterpart in 

the differential equation. 

As rj ~ 00, this difference equation reduces to that of Equation (2.22), the 

result in the x-direction. For small rj, however, two additional terms, inversely 

proportional to r i, are present. 

Consider, therefore, the behavior of the approximation near the origin. In 

the limit r ~ 0, the differential equation becomes 

de/> 
k-=O 

dr 

and, similarly, as ri ~ 0, Equation (2.69) tends to 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

Here, the first term is the second-order central difference approximation to the left

hand-side of Equation (2.70), and the remaining expression is a numerical diffusion 

of O(h2). From this it follows that the last term of Equation (2.69) actually has a 

stabilizing affect for small values of r, albeit via an inherent numerical dissipation. 

Since the difference equation no longer has constant coefficients through

out the domain due to rj, care must be taken in determining the stability of the 

discretization. However, at each nodal point i, the rj are constant and an exact 

solution to the difference equation can be given, valid between nodes i-I and i + 1. 

The exact solution of Equation (2.69) at node i is found to be 

e/>. = A B [(2 -lid) +,(1-1/3d)] j 
z + (2+1/d)-,(1+1/3d) 

(2.72) 

where d is the ratio rdh, , is the cell Peelet number given by Equation (2.24), and 

A and B are constants determined by the boundary conditions: e/>i-l = e/>(ri-d 

and <Pi+l = e/>(ri+d. Oscillatory results appear when the term in brackets is nega

tive. Since d ~ 1, the numerator of this expression is always positive; this minimum 

value occurring at the first node away from r = O. As a result, a stability boundary 
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Figure 2.4 Stability diagram from the Galerkin finite element approximation to 
the radial convective diffusion equation. 

is obtained by identifying the points in the d -, plane at which the denominator is 

zero. This stability curve, given in Figure 2.4, depicts a function which decreases 

monotonically from a maximum of 9/4 to asymptotically approach 2, the stabil

ity limit from the model equation in the x-direction. An oscillatory solution is 

indicated where, exceeds the critical values plotted in this figure. 

Now, with the weighting function 

i = 1, ... ,n, (2.73) 

the Petrov-Galerkin finite element formulation leads to the difference equation 

(2.74) 
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Figure 2.5 Critical a from Petrov-Galerkin finite element approximation to the 
radial convective diffusion equation and optimal a from the convec
tive diffusion equation in x. 

with exact solution at node i 

<p' =A B [(2-1/d)+'Y[a(1-1/2d)+(1-1/3d)]]i 
I + (2 + l/d) + 'Y la (1 + 1/2d) - (1 + 1/3d)] 

(2.75) 

where, once again, A and B are constants determined by the boundary conditions. 

To preclude oscillations, a must exceed a critical value, ac. This critical value, 

however, is now a function of both 'Y and d. A family of a c curves, given by various 

fixed d, is plotted in Figure 2.5. The curve for d -jo 00 is the same as that derived 

for the model equation along x. Superimposed on this family of a c curves is a plot 

of aopt, the value of a given by Equation (2.33). 

It is observed in this figure that aopt exceeds all of the ac curves, thereby in

dicating its use precludes unphysical oscillatory solutions for all d. In addition, the 
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movement of these Q c curves to the left as d increases, i.e., in the direction in which 

the size of the stable region grows smaller, coincides with the observations made 

regarding the dissipative effect of the last term in the difference approximation for 

small r. 

This result suggests that the form of the weighting function given by Equa

tion (2.73) is appropriate, as is the use of Qopt for Q. The formulation is stable 

for all nodes and reduces to the result from the analysis along the x-axis. Near 

r = 0, a slightly excessive amount of artificial diffusion is introduced, but this effect 

rapidly disappears as we move away from the origin. 

The algorithm described above is now applied to two problems; the first 

with a position dependent source term, and the second with a variable velocity. In 

addition to the consistent application of the Petrov-Galerkin weighting function, 

these problems also examine the use of this function in the convective term only. 

As discussed previously, the latter is equivalent to the standard Galerkin method 

with a balancing dissipation added for improved stability. 

First, the differential equation 

200- - -- r- = 4{100r - 1) , d¢> 1 d ( d¢» 
dr r dr dr 

1 < r < 2 (2.76) 

with boundary conditions 

¢>(l) = ¢>(2) = 1 (2.77) 

is considered. With a uniform mesh of ten elements and, therefore, a cell Peclet 

number of 20, the previous analysis indicates that the standard Galerkin method 

should yield oscillatory results. The right-hand-side of Equation (2.76) is chosen 

so that ¢>( r) = r2 satisfies the differential equation. 

A plot of the numerical results obtained by the standard Galerkin, Petrov

Galerkin, and balancing dissipation methods is presented in Figure 2.6. Recall 

that the Petrov-Galerkin weighting function acts only on the convective term in 

the added balancing dissipation approach, while in the Petrov-Galerkin method 

it also weights the source term. A fine grid Galerkin result is used for the exact 

solution. As expected, the ten element Galerkin solution exhibits large oscillations. 
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Figure 2.6 Solution for the radial convective diffusion equation with a position 
dependent source term and a constant velocity. 

In contrast, the use of the Petrov-Galerkin weighting function achieved very ac

curate results. The balancing dissipation approach is seen to yield nodal values 

slightly greater than those achieved with the Petrov-Galerkin method, the latter 

being nearly exact. 

The second numerical example, which includes a variable velocity, is given 

by the following differential equation and boundary conditions: 

60 d¢> _ ~~ (r d¢» = 200 , 
r dr r dr dr 

O<r<l (2.78) 

¢>(O) = </>(1) = 0 . (2.79) 

Also highlighted in this problem is the ability to treat points close to o. The velocity 

varies from infinity at the origin to 60 at r = 1, resulting in a cell Peclet number 

ranging from infinity to 6. An oscillatory Galerkin solution is therefore predicted. 
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Figure 2.7 Solution for the radial convective diffusion equation with a constant 
source term and a variable velocity. 

Solutions of this problem, obtained with the various methods, are presented 

III Figure 2.7. As in the first example, oscillations have rendered the Galerkin 

results meaningless, the Petrov-Galerkin solution is almost nodally exact, and 

the balancing dissipation method produced values which slightly exceed the exact 

solution. Once again, both of the methods which use the Petrov-Galerkin weighting 

function show good stability. 

2.6 Remarks 

In this chapter, the discretization of the steady-state convective diffusion 

equation has been discussed. In doing so, it has been shown how a standard 
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Galerkin finite element fonnulation results in algoritluns which exhibit poor stabil

ity in convection dominated cases. Two alternate approaches, the Petrov-Galerkin 

and balancing dissipation schemes, are shown to avoid this oscillatory behavior. In 

addition, the comparison of these two methods provides an interpretation for the 

use of the Petrov-Galerkin weighting functions. More importantly, this comparison 

also gives a methodology for the derivation of these weights. By determining the 

proper convection-diffusion balance, the necessary additional diffusivity needed to 

maintain stability is given. In contrast to standard artificial vi3cosity methods, this 

diffusivity is introduced along the streamlines to preclude overdamped solutions in 

the crosswind directions, and is of a magnitude uniquely determined to maintain 

high accuracy. 

While the extension of these steady-state results to time-dependent problems 

would appear to be straightforward, in fact it is not sufficient to only introduce a 

diffusion tenn to maintain optimal accuracy. Yu and Heinrich (1986) proved that 

an additional dispersive term is needed for the accurate simulation of transient 

problems. It was also shown in their work, however, that if a second-order scheme is 

used for the temporal integration, high, although not optimal, accuracy is achieved. 

Also discussed in this chapter was the use of the Petrov-Galerkin weighting 

functions for problems described in a cylindrical coordinate system. Previous cal

culations for the radial convective diffusion equation have been performed (Donea 

et al., 1985), but with a velocity of a form which allowed the use of the standard 

results. In the present work, the constant coefficient convective diffusion equation 

along the radial coordinate axis has been analyzed. The Petrov-Galerkin weight 

was shown to be optimal for large r, while its use near the origin leads to slightly 

overdamped solutions. Numerical examples have been presented which illustrate 

the behavior of both the Petrov-Galerkin and balancing dissipation approaches. 

The consistent Petrov-Galerkin weighting of all terms in the equations yielded 

almost nodally exact solutions, even near the origin. ·Weighting of only the con

vective terms, i.e., the added balancing dissipation method, also showed excellent 

stability but slightly overpredicted the solution. In each example, large oscillations 

rendered the standard Galerkin solutions meaningless. 
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With this groundwork in place, a new extension of these ideas to the com

pressible flow equations can now be undertaken. Since the central concept for 

the construction of the Petrov-Galerkin weighting functions is the determination 

of the convection-diffusion balance, a first step in this extension is the identifica

tion of this balance for the compressible Euler and N avier-Stokes equations. This 

determination is initiated in the next chapter. 
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The equations which describe the transport of compressible fluid are derived 

from considerations of the laws governing the conservation of mass, momentum, and 

energy. The differential form of these conservation laws are given by the following 

expressions (cf. White, 1974): 

Mass (Continuity): 
op -
Of + V' . (pu) = 0 ; 

Linear Momentum: 

Energy: 

opu - --_ + V' . (puu) = \7 .0- ; ot 

opE - ( -) - --- +\7. pEn =\7·(i7·ii)-\7·q. 
at 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Here, p is the density, ii is the velocity, E is the total energy per unit mass, f is 

time, i7 is the stress tensor, and q is the heat flux vector. The total energy 

- 1 
E = e + -ii· U 

2 
(3.4) 

is the sum of the internal energy per unit mass e and the kinetic energy per unit 

mass tii . ii. The overbars denote dimensional quantities. 

In addition to these conservation laws, constitutive relations are needed for 

the stress tensor and the heat flux vector. First, 0- is decomposed into two parts 

i7 = -pI + f (3.5) 
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where p is the pressure and T is the deviatoric stress tensor 

(3.6) 

which includes 

(3.7) 

the rate of strain tensor. Also, p, the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, is either taken 

to be constant or is approximated by the Sutherland formula (White, 1974) 

(3.8) 

In this expression, T is the temperature, Po and To are a reference viscosity and 

temperature, respectively, and S is an effective temperature called the Sutherland 

constant. For air, these quantities are given by po = 0.1716mP, To = 491.6°R, and 

S = 199°R. 

The heat flux is assumed to obey Fourier's law of heat conduction 

q = -kVT , (3.9) 

in which k is the thermal diffusivity. 

Finally, to close this system of equations, a thermally and calorically perfect 

gas is assumed, leading to the following equations of state: 

p = pRT (3.10) 

and 

(3.11) 

Here, R is the universal gas constant and C v is the specific heat at constant volume. 

Both of these quantities are assumed constant in this work. 

After expanding u with Equation (3.5), Equations (3.2) and (3.3) may be 

alternatively expressed as 

8pu - -at + \7 . (puu + pI) = \7 . T (3.12) 
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and 

op13+i=7 (-E--+--) i=7 (- -) i=7-at V' p U pu = v . T' U - v . q , (3.13) 

respectively, to isolate the diffusive transport terms on the right hand sides. 

These expressions, along with Equation (3.1), are the Navier-Stokes equa

tions in what is often referred to as strong conservation form. As such, they can 

be expressed as 

(3.14) 

where D is the vector of dependent (or conservation) variables and E'a and F d 

denote the advective and diffusive fluxes, respectively. 

In the limit as the dissipative processes become negligible, i.e., as ji and 

k -J. 0, F d -J. 0 and Equation (3.14) becomes 

(3.15) 

the Euler equations. 

In Chapter 2 it was shown that the perturbation terms of the Petrov

Galerkin weighting functions are derived through the consideration of the balance 

between convection and diffusion. Previous efforts for developing Petrov-Galerkin 

models have focused on the diagonalization of the systems given by Equations (3.14) 

and (3.15), or mathematically similar systems, in order to obtain this balance for 

each component of the vector of dependent variables. This approach has led to 

difficulties in both the numerical formulation and the interpretation of boundary 

conditions, as well as being computationally intensive. 

An alternate approach is taken in this work in which the equations of motion 

are cast as expressions describing the transport of p, ii, and 13 or e, rather than the 

conservation variables. In doing so, the equations are expressed in a form in which 

the convection-diffusion balance can be determined separately for each equation. 

The expansion of the divergence term in Equation (3.1) leads to the following 

form of the continuity equation: 

a p + - 'f7 - + -i=7 - 0 at U· v p pv' U = (3.16) 
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which is the desired expression for the transport of the density. This first-order 

equation is considered the limiting case of a convective diffusion equation in which 

the diffusivity is zero. 

After factoring the continuity equation out of Equation (3.12), the following 

nonconservative form of the momentum equation results: 

(3.17) 

The convective and diffusive terms are now clearly identified by ,oll' ~ll and ~ . 1', 

respectively. At this point, however, the effect of the pressure gradient is unclear. It 

will be shown in Chapters 4 and 5 how the choice of dependent variables impacts 

the form of the pressure gradient and ultimately the Petrov-Galerkin weighting 

functions. 

In a similar manner, the energy equation is expressed as 

(
aE - -) - - -,0 at + o· V' E + V' . (po) = V' . (f· 0) - V' . q (3.18) 

after using continuity. Equations (3.4), (3.9), and (3.11) are now used to expand 

the heat conduction term to 

-v· q =V· (kVt) (3.19) 

(3.20) 

which, after substitution into Equation (3.19), results in the following expression 

for the evolution of E; one in which the convective and diffusive processes are both 

clearly evident: 

(3.21 ) 

As in the momentum equation, the effect of the pressure term on the scalar trans

port is not as yet clear. 
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An alternate form of the energy equation may be derived by first factoring 

continuity out of Equation (3.3) to obtain 

(
BE - -) - -P at +ii·VE = V·(a-·ii)-V·q. (3.22) 

The vector identity 

~ . (0' . u) = (~ . ii) . u + iiT : ~ ii (3.23) 

and Equation (3.4) are used to rewrite Equation (3.22) as 

Since a-T = jj due to the symmetric nature of the stress tensor, this relation can 

be expressed as 

(3.25) 

where the material derivative is defined by 

(3.26) 

The rearrangement of Equation (3.25) results in 

De - - (Dii - ) P DE = 0' : Vu - V . q - p DE - V . a- . ii (3.27) 

which, after recognizing the term in the parentheses is zero using Equation (3.2), 

can be simplified to 

(
Be - ) - -p af + U· V'e = 0' : Vii - V . q . (3.28) 

Finally, the use of Equations (3.5), (3.9), and (3.11) leads to 

(
Be -) - - (k -) _ -p at + ii . Ve + j5V . ii = V· C

V 

Ve + T : V'ii , (3.29) 
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which is a form of the energy equation that models the transport of the internal 

energy e. It is observed here that while there are substantial differences between 

this expression and that describing the transport of the total energy E (Equa

tion (3.21)), the diffusive coefficient of each are given by kiev. 

The Navier-Stokes equations have been written using expressions for the 

transport of 15, ii, E, and e. These equations, given by Equations (3.16), (3.17), 

(3.21), and (3.29), respectively, are each time-dependent convective diffusion equa

tions for a particular dependent variable. 

The equations are now nondimensionalized to emphasize the relative im

portance of terms. Following Anderson (1989), the nondimensional variables are 

defined by: 

"J = LV , 

ji 
/1=- , 

/100 

fi p=-, 
Poo 

ii 
u = Uoo ' 

k 
k = koo ' 

e e=--, 
cvToo 

P - 15 - , 
Poo 

T 
T=-, 

Too 

t 
t=LIUoo ' 

(3.30) 

where L is a reference length and the subscript 00 denotes reference quantities 

in the free stream. With these definitions, the dimensionless governing equations 

become: 

Continuity: 
ap 
at + U· "J p + p"J . u = 0 ; (3.31) 

Momentum: 

(au ) 1 
p at + U· V'u + ,M~ "Jp = V'. r ; (3.32) 

Total Energy: 

p (~~ + u . "J E ) + (! - 1) "J . (pu) 

= Pr ~eoo "J. /1 ["J E - (! ; 1) , M~ "J (u . u)] 

+,(, -l)M~ "J. (r· u); (3.33) 
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Internal Energy: 

p(~ +u'V'e) +h-l)pV'·u 

= P ~ V' . flV'e + ,Ci - l)M!, (or: V'u). 
r eoo 

(3.34) 

The nondimensionalized perfect gas equations of state are given by 

p=pT (3.35) 

and 

e=T. (3.36) 

It can also be shown that the dimensionless total energy and deviatoric 

stress tensor are 

(3.37) 

and 

(3.38) 

respectively, with 

(3.39) 

Additionally, the viscosity may be expressed in terms of the dimensionless temper

ature as 

(3.40) 

where 

(3.41) 

is the dimensionless Sutherland constant. 

With cp being the specific heat at constant pressure, the nondimensional 

parameters which appear in these expressions are 

Reynolds number: (3.42) 
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Prandlt number: Pr _ jicp • 
- k ' (3.43) 

Free stream Mach number: M _ Uoo 

00 - J,poo/ poo 
(3.44) 

Ratio of Specific Heats: (3.45) 

Notice here that while two of these quantities, the Reynolds and free stream Mach 

numbers, are defined at the reference conditions, the Prandtl number and , are 

given by the ratios of local fluid properties. With the assumption of a calorically 

perfect gas, the specific heats, and therefore " are constant. Also, while fi. and k 
are, in general, strong functions of temperature, their ratio is nearly constant over 

a significant temperature range. Therefore, both Pr and , are assumed constant 

in this work. 

A closed set of equations, consisting of differential equations for the trans

port of density (continuity), velocity (momentum), and energy (either total or in

ternal), and algebraic expressions providing additional relationships between these 

quantities, now exists. Common to each differential equation are convective, diffu

sive, and source terms (with the continuity equation considered as a limiting case 

of a vanishing diffusivity). To obtain the convection-diffusion balance necessary 

for the construction of the Petrov-Galerkin weighting functions, the effects of the 

pressure terms in the momentmn and energy equations must be determined. It 

is this determination and the derivation of these weighting functions that is the 

subject of the next two chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4 

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION: 

TOTAL ENERGY FORM 

The system given by Equations (3.31) through (3.33) is now viewed as a set 

of expressions describing the evolution of p, u, and E, respectively. It may be noted 

that with the assumption of constant viscosity, the coupling of the energy equation 

to the other expressions occurs only through the pressure gradient term of the 

momentum equation via the equation of state. If this coupling did not exist, as in 

the case of incompressible flow, for example, the velocity field could be determined 

independent of the energy equation. The effect of this coupling and its impact on 

the Petrov-Galerkin formulation is explained as follows. 

4.1 Weak Formulation 

Consider first the weak forms of the dimensionless governing equations 

(Equations (3.31) through (3.33)) in N dimensions: 

in v p [: + u . 'V p + p'V . u] dn = 0 ; (4.1) 

1 {Vu . [p (~~ + U· \lU) + ~~~ 'VP] + \lvu : T} dn 

-!rvu.(n.T)df=O; (4.2) 
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in {VE [p (~ + U· VE) + ({ -l)V· (PU)] 

+ Pr ~e= jlVVE . VT + 'YCi - l).M~ VVE . (T' U) }dn 
-lr VE[pr~e=jln'VT+'Y({-l)M~n'(T'U)]dI'=O. (4.3) 

Here, VP' Vu = (vup ... , VUN f, and VE are weighting functions, n is the flow 

domain with boundary r, n is the unit vector normal to r, and the boundary 

integrals in Equations (4.2) and (4.3) arise from the application of Green's identity 

to the respective diffusive terms. Equations (3.36) and (3.37) are used to simplify 

the heat conduction term in the energy equation. 

The weighted residual problem can now be stated in a manner similar to that 

of Chapter 2 as: Find a scalar density field p(x, t), a vector velocity field u(x, t), 

and a scalar energy field E(x, t) such that each quantity and their gradients are 

square integrable over the domain n and satisfy essential boundary conditions on 

prescribed portions of the boundary, and such that Equations (4.1) through (4.3) 

are satisfied for all test functions vp(x), V U1 (x)"" ,VUN (x), and VE(X). Each of 

these test functions are such that they and their gradients are square integrable 

over n and also satify homogeneous essential boundary conditions on the portions 

of the boundary where the particular flow quantities are prescribed. 

Note that only the dissipative terms in each equation have been integrated 

by parts. As a result, in the Euler limit, all boundary integrals vanish and a 

supersonic outflow condition is automatically satisfied. Additionally, the difficulty 

normally associated with satisfying a pressure boundary condition at a solid wall 

in this limit is averted. 

These weighted residual forms also lead to a straightforward incorporation of 

variable diffusive coefficients. Since the dissipative terms are integrated by parts, 

the spatial derivatives of these coefficients need not be obtained. Rather, they 

simply become multiplicative factors in the diffusion and conduction terms. 
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It should be pointed out here that this weak problem needs to be modified if 

weighting functions with discontinuous perturbations of the Petrov-Galerkin type 

are used. In this case, the discussion of Section 2.4 is applicable, and these weighted 

residual fonns are easily revised to account for the interelement discontinuities. In 

fact, since the problems of interest in this work are convection dominated, Petrov

Galerkin weighting functions will be introduced to overcome the difficulties of the 

standard Galerkin method. 

Before proceeding with the derivation of the Petrov-Galerkin weights, the 

equation of state, Equation (3.35), is expressed as a function of p, U, and E through 

the use of Equations (3.36) and (3.37) as follows: 

( 4.4) 

With a known functional fonn for the viscosity Ii, the system given by Equa

tions (4.1) through (4.4) is now closed. 

It is now convenient to depart from the vector notation used up to this point 

and proceed with a description in a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system. In 

two dimensions, with coordinates (x,y) and velocity U = (ux,uyf = (u,v)T, the 

differential form of the momentum equation in the x-direction is determined by 

taking the dot product of Equation (3.32) and the unit vector along the x-axis. 

After expanding the deviatoric stress tensor with Equations (3.38) and (3.39), this 

expression becomes the following evolution equation for u: 

1 [B (4 au 2 av) a (au av )] 
= Reoo ax Ii "3 ax - "3 ay + ay Ii By + ax . ( 4.5) 

The pressure, given by the Equation (4.4), the equation of state, can be expressed 

in terms of the transport variables as 

( 4.6) 
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With this relationship, the pressure gradient term in Equation (4.5) becomes 

1 ap (au av) ---=-(,-l)p u-+v-
,M~ ax ax ax 

1 {Bp [ (-y-l) 2 (2 2)] BE} + ,M~ ax E - 2 ' Moo u + v + p ax ( 4.7) 

which, after substitution into Equation (4.5) and subsequent simplification, leads 

to 

p [au + (2 _ , ) u au + v au] _ (-y _ 1 )pv av 
at ax ay ax 

_1_{Bp [E- (,-I) M2 (2 2)] BE} 
+ , M~ ax 2' 00 u + v + P ax 

1 [a (4 au 2 av) a (au av )] 
= Reoo ax f.L 3 ax - 3 ay + ay f.L ay + ax . ( 4.8) 

Hence, the convective velocity is defined as 

= ( (2 - ,)u, v) T ( 4.9) 

in the x-momentum equation. It is seen here that the elimination of the pressure 

from the x-momentum equation in favor of an expression in terms of the chosen 

dependent variables has an effect of modifying the velocity with which the quantity 

u is convected. This is an important observation in that it is this modified velocity 

which determines the local coordinate system needed for the formulation of the 

Petrov-Galerkin weighting function. 

A local rotation of the x-y coordinate system to a new s-n system aligned 

with the vector u is now performed. Figure 4.1 gives a graphical representation of 

these coordinate systems. 

With 

( 4.10) 
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y 

u x 

Figure 4.1 Convective velocity for the x-momentum equation and coordinate 
system for local transformation for a formulation based on the specific 
total energy. 

and 
s = x cos (} + y sin (} } n = - x sin (} + y cos (} 

(4.11) 

where 
U 

} 
cos (} ="'7 

U 
. (} v sln ="'7, 

U 

( 4.12) 

Equation (4.8) takes the form 

au ~ au 1 a [ ( U 
2 

) au] p- + pU- - ---fl 1 + -~- -at as Reoo as 3U2 as 

+_1 [p (~ aE _ ~ aE) + T (~ ap _ ~ ap)] 
1~ U& U& U& U& 

-b - l)pv "'7- -"'7-[ 
u au v av] 
U as U an 

1 {a [ u v ( au av ) (2 v2) av] 
= Reoo as ft - 3U2 an - as - '3 + 3U2 an 

a [ uv (au av) ( v2 ) au (2 u2
) av] } +- -- -+- + 1+- -+ -+- -an fl 3U2 as an 3U2 an 3 3U2 as . ( 4.13) 
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The first line in the equation above is recognized as a one-dimensional, time

dependent convective diffusion equation for the scalar velocity component u, the 

first term being the time rate of change of u. The remaining two terms describe 

the convection-diffusion balance. The first of these two is the convective transport 

of u in the direction of s, and the component of diffusion in the s-direction is 

given by the remaining term. Both of these terms are affected by the velocity 

given by Equation (4.9). The remainder of this equation is comprised of source 

and crosswind diffusion terms. 

This transformation, therefore, casts the momentum equation in a form 

in which the desired one-dimensional convection-diffusion balance is determined. 

Based on this balance, the anisotropic diffusion 

k' _ pUhu [1 
sn - au 2 0 ( 4.14) 

is introduced in the same manner as described in Chapter 2 for the linear model 

equations. Here, 
IU 2 

au = coth -2 - - , 
IU 

pReoo U hu 

IU = 11 (1 + u2 /3(2) , 

( 4.15) 

( 4.16) 

and hu is a length associated with the mesh in the direction of u. The calculation 

of this parameter is discussed in Section 4.2.2. The transformation back to the x-y 

coordinate system yields the Petrov-Galerkin weighting function 

Vu =w + pu 

hu (~aw aw) 
= w + au 2 U u ax + v ay 

=W + au h~ (u· V'w). 
2U 

( 4.17) 

In an analogous manner, Petrov-Galerkin weighting functions for the other 

three equations are derived as: 



Continuity: 

vp=w+pp 

=w+ 2
h
U (u~: +V~;) 
h 

=w+
2U

(u.\7w) 

where U = vu2 + v 2 and h is the element length associated with u. 

y-Momentum: 

Vv =w + Pv 

hv (A ) = W + a v-. v· \7w 
2V 

where 

v=(u,13f 

= (u, (2 -I')vf 

and V = vu2 + 132 • Furthermore, 

I'v 2 
a = coth- --

v 2 ' I'v 

pRe= V hv 

I'v = fL ( 1 + 132 /3V2) , 

and hv is the element length in the direction of v. 

Total Energy: 

VE =w + PE 

h (_aw _aw) 
=w+aE-. U-+V-

2tV ax ay 

=10 + aE~ (w· \710) 
2tV 
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( 4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

( 4.23) 



where 

A (_ -)T 
W= u,v 

and W = Ju2 + ij2. Furthermore, 

and 

IE 2 
C\(E =coth- --

2 IE 

pPrReoo Wh 
A(E = 

J-li 
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(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

Each equation, therefore, has a unique convective velocity. These velocity 

vectors, represented graphically in Figure 4.2, do not necessarily coincide with 

the streamlines as a result of the pressure gradient and pressure work terms in 

the momentum and energy equations, respectively. This may be contrasted to 

the analogous result of Yu (1986) for the incompressible flow equations describing 

bouancy driven natural convection. There, the coupling of momentum to the energy 

equation occurred via a body force term which was treated as a source in the 

momentum equations. Different perturbation functions were also derived for the 

momentum and energy equations, but each was applied along the streamlines. For 

the equations currently under study, additional contributions of variable density 

and viscosity are also present in the anisotropic balancing diffusion terms, and 

therefore the weighting functions. 

With the weighting functions given above, Equations (4.1) through (4.3) 

now become: 

( 4.27) 
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(2-y)v 
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yu 

Figure 4.2 Schematic of directions of convective transport for the governing 
equations of motion for a formulation based on the specific total 
energy. 

1 (ap aE) av] +-- T- + p- - (-y - l)pv-
I iv/'&:, ax ax ax 

+_p [avu (~au _ ~ av) + avu (au + av)] }d0. 
Reoo ax 3 ax 3 ay ay ay ax 

_ r w-P [(i au _ ~ av) nx + (au + av) n ] df = 0 ; ir Reoo 3 ax 3 ay ay ax Y 
(4.28) 

1 (ap aE) au] +-- T- + p- - (r - l)pu-
I Al'ic ay ay ay 

+_P [avv (au + av) + avv (~av _ ~ ou)] }dfl 
Reoo ax ay ax oy 3 ay 3 Ox 

- w-- -+- nx+ ----- n 1 df=O; i P [ ( au av ) (4 av 2 au ) ] 
r Reoo ay ax 3 ay 3 ox y 

( 4.29) 
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+(-y _ l)E (ap'U + apv) ax ay 

+ ,(-y; 1)21\!J~ [:x (pu(u2 + v2)) + :y (pv(u2 + v2))]} 

+,(-y -1) M!, I-"{ aVE [u (~au _ ~ av) + V (au + av)] 
Reoo ax 3 ax 3 ay ay ax 

-l.. aVE L, ( au -l.. av,\ -l.. " ( i av _ ~ au '\ 1\ 
I ay L ~ \. ay I ax) I v \.3 ay 3 ax) J J 

, (aVE aT aVE aT) }dn 
+ Pr Reoo I-" ax ax + ay ay 

_ ( W{,(r -1) M!, Jl{ ['11. (~au _ ~ av) + V (au + av)] nx lr Reoo 3 ax 3 ay ay ax 

[ (au av ) (4 av 2 au) ] } + '11. ay + ax + V "3 ay - "3 ax ny 

( 4.30) 

where nx and ny are the x- and y-components of the unit normal vector, respec

tively. 

Since each of the weighting functions Va, a = p, '11., V, and E, are the sum 

of the standard Galerkin weight wand a C- I perturbation Pa, it is implicitly 

understood in this and subsequent weighted residual descriptions containing these 

discontinuous perturbations that the integration be performed only over the el

ement interiors for those terms weighted by the pa. This explains why only w 

appears in the boundary integrals of these expressions. These boundary terms also 

indicate the jump conditions which are satisfied at interelement boundaries. With 

this understanding, the description given here is consistent with that of Section 2.4. 
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Additionally, it is clear that in the limit Reoo ~ 0, each (¥i ~ 1. It is in this 

manner, in conjunction with appropriate boundary conditions, that the algorithm 

reduces to that of the Euler equations. 

4.2 Discretization 

The algorithm defined by the finite element discretization of Equations 

(4.27) through (4.30) is a consistent Petrov-Galerkin weighted residual formula

tion. Recall that the use of the weighting functions Va in the convective terms only 

while weighting all other terms by w, the standard Galerkin weight, is equivalent 

to adding an anisotropic balancing dissipation, as explained by Kelly et ai. (1980). 

This section presents the details of the discretization used in this work. 

4.2.1 Semidiscrete Formulation 

The dependent variables are now approximated by the following expressions: 

n 

p(x, t) ~ ph(x, t) = L Ni(x)pi(t) 
i=l 

n 

u(x, t) ~ uh(x, t) = L Ni(X)Ui(t) 
i=l 

n 
(4.31 ) 

Vex, t) ~ vh(x, t) = L Ni(x)Vi(t) 
i=l 

n 

E(x, t) ~ Eh(x, t) = L Ni(X)Ei(t) 
i=l 
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Figure 4.3 Local and global coordinate systems and Gauss point locations for 
bilinear quadrilateral elements. 

where the Ni(x) are the bilinear isoparametric shape functions. These functions, 

when expressed in the local element coordinate system, are given by 

1 
NI(e) = 4(1- 0(1- 77) 

N 2 (e) = ~(1 + 0(1 - 77) 

1 
N 3 (e) = 4(1+~)(1+77) 

N 4 (e) = ~(1- 0(1 + 77) 

( 4.32) 

for quadrilateral elements (cf. Zienkiewicz, 1977). Also, the subscript i in Equa

tion (4.31) denotes the value at nodal point i with location. (Xi, Yi), the local coor

dinate is e = (~, 77), and the local and global coordinate systems are illustrated in 

Figure 4.3. 

The semidiscrete Petrov-Galerkin form of the equations of motion are de

rived through the substitution of Equation (4.31), the dependent variable approx

imations, into Equations (4.27) through (4.30). In this work, the added balancing 
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dissipation approach of Kelly et al. (1980) is used; i.e., an inconsistent Petrov

Galerkin weighting of the convective terms. The resulting system of first-order 

ordinary differential equations in time becomes 

[ f / NiNj do'] dUj = _ f {v~ph (uh auh 
+ vh auh) h & h & ~ 

Ni[ 1 (Thaph haEh ) ( 1) h havh ] + -- --+p -- - ,- p v -
,A1~ ax ax ox 

+- - ----- +- -+- do' p [aNi (4aUh 2ovh) aNi (auh avh)]} 
Reoo ax 3 ax 3 oy oy oy ax 

1 i . [(4aUh 2aVh) (auh aVh) ] +-- NIp ----- nx+ -+- n, drj 
Reoo r 3 ax 3 oy ay ax Y 

(4.34) 

+- - -+- +- ----- do' p [aNi (auh aVh) aNi (4aVh 2auh)]} 
Reoo ax ay ax ay 3 ay 3 ax 

1 i . [(auh aVh) (4avh 20Uh) ] +-- N'p -+- nx+ ----- n, drj 
Reoo r ay ax 3 oy 3 ax Y 

(4.35) 
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8Ni[h(8u
h 

8Vh) h(48vh 28u
h
)]} +-- u -+- +v -----

8y 8y 8x 3 8y 3 8x 

'Y (8Ni 8Th 8Ni 8Th) } + I-l --+-- dn 
Pr Reoo 8x 8x 8y 8y 

[
h(8u

h 
8Vh) h(48vh 28u

h
)] } + u -+- +v ----- n 

8y 8x 3 8y 3 8x Y 

( 4.36) 

The indices i and j range over the number of nodes n, and the temperature Th is 

given by 

(4.37) 

The Petrov-Galerkin weighting functions, the v~, are each the sum of N i and 

a perturbation p~. The latter expressions are given by Equations (4.18), (4.17), 

(4.19), and (4.23) for a: = p, u, v, and E, respectively, after the substitution of N i 

for w. 

Finally, the spatial integrations over n are computed numerically using a 

2 x 2 Gaussian quadrature in the local element coordinate system (cf. Zienkiewicz, 

1977). The location and associated weight of each Gauss point, referenced in 

Figure 4.3, is given in Table 4.1. In this table, ( = 0.57735026918962. 
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Table 4.1 Gauss points for 2 x 2 Gaussian quadrature for integration of bilinear 
quadrilateral elements 

point (e,1]) weight 

a (-(, -() 1 

b (+(, -() 1 

c (+(, +() 1 

d (-(, +() 1 

The treatment of the boundary integrals and the boundary conditions in 

general is discussed in Section 4.2.4. 

4.2.2 Definition of h: The Element Mesh Length 

One quantity which arises during the derivation of the perturbations in the 

weighting functions is the element mesh length. The calculation of this param

eter, described in Yu and Heinrich (1987) for quadrilaterals, utilizes the element 

geometry and the two mesh length vectors illustrated in Figure 4.4. The x- and 

y-components of these vectors are given by 

1 
he., = "2 [(X2 + X3) - (Xl + X4)] ( 4.38) 

1 
heu = "2 [(Y2 + Y3) - (YI + Y4)] ( 4.39) 

1 
hT/., = '2 [(X3 + X4) - (Xl + X2)] ( 4.40) 

1 
hT/y = '2 [(Y3 + Y4) - (YI + Y2)]. (4.41 ) 
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4 

Figure 4.4 Geometry and mesh length vectors for the definition of h for quadri
lateral elements. 

For the mesh length along u, these vectors are projected in the direction of the 

local velocity to obtain 

and 

1 
hI = - (h~· u) lui 

1 
h2 = ~ (h1/ . u) 

from which the mesh length is defined as 

4.2.3 Temporal Integration and Convergence Criteria 

( 4.42) 

( 4.43) 

( 4.44) 

The formulation of the previous sections yields a system of equations of the 

form 

Md«P = R 
dt 

( 4.45) 
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where M is the mass matrix, cP is the solution vector, and R is the right-hand-side 

vector. To produce a fully explicit algorithm, the mass matrix is diagonalized by 

employing the following lumped mass approximations (cf. Zienkiewicz, 1977): 

( 4.46) 

and 

mi = 1 phN
i (t Ni ) dn. 

n )=1 

(4.47) 

Here, li denotes diagonal term i of the lumped mass matrix for the continuity equa-

tion, and mi defines the analogous terms of the momentum and energy equations. 

The dependent variables are now obtained by either of two integration 

schemes: a first-order forward Euler or a second-order Runge-Kutta. With the 

lumped mass matrix denoted by MI, the Euler method is given as 

( 4.48) 

where the superscript m indicates an expression evaluated at time mtlt, tlt being 

the value of the time step. The Runge-Kutta scheme is defined by the following 

two-step algorithm: 

cpm+~ = cpm + tlt [Mil R] m 
2 

cpm+l = cpm + tlt [MilR] m+1 . 

(4.49) 

( 4.50) 

Since both the diffusion and convection terms are evaluated explicitly, a 

limit exists on the magnitude of the time step to maintain stability. Considering 

the time-dependent form of Equation (2.49), the transformed convective diffusion 

equation, the added balancing dissipation approach in the convection dominated 

limi t results in a purely upwinded scheme along the streamlines, and central dif

ference approximations in low velocity flow. Based on these limiting cases, the 

following time step restriction has been used: 

(4.51) 
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where 

( 4.52) 

and 

( 4.53) 

Here, lui is the magnitude of the velocity, k is the diffusion coefficient, h is the 

element length along u, and h is the element length perpendicular to u. For the 

temporal integration of the current system of equations, the quantity lui +a is used 

for the velocity magnitude lui, where a is the local speed of sound. Also, since the 

energy equation is the most restrictive with respect to time step size in the diffusion 

limit, k = 'YJ.L/ pPrReoo . With k = 0 in inviscid flow problems, D.tc becomes the 

restriction for the Euler equations. In practice, a safety factor between 0.5 and 0.9 

is included to insure stability, and has been observed to work quite well. 

Both global and local time-stepping methods have been employed to reach 

steady-state (cf. Peraire, 1986). First, in the global approach, the smallest time 

step computed for any element is used to advance each equation the same increment 

of time. When large variations in element size, and therefore h, exist, the local 

time-stepping approach can be more efficient. In this case, each nodal equation is 

advanced at the local stability limit given by the minimum time step computed for 

the adjacent elements. Both schemes have been implemented in this work, and a 

brief discussion of the use of each is presented in Chapter 6 in conjunction with 

adaptive mesh refinement. 

To determine convergence to steady-state, the relative L2 norm 

Ilxn+1 - Xnll 
IIXnll ( 4.54) 

has been used in most cases. In this convergence parameter, Xi is the vector of all 

dependent variables at time step i. The following L2 norm of the residual has also 

been used: 

( 4.55) 
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where Ri is the right-hand-side vector at time step i and n is the number of 

components of Ri. This quantity is preferred when approximations to the Navier

Stokes solutions are sought or when large variations in element size are present. 

4.2.4 Boundarv and Initial Conditions 

The boundary conditions associated with Equations (4.33) through (4.36) 

may be stated in words as 

1. No slip at solid boundaries 

ii. Adiabatic solid boundaries or prescribed temperatures at solid boundaries 

111. Prescribed density, velocity, and energy (or temperature) at inlets 

IV. No velocity or energy gradient normal to outlet boundaries. 

For supersonic outlet conditions, the above are generally sufficient. For a subsonic 

outflow, however, the external pressure must also be prescribed. In the examples 

given in the following section, the only regions of subsonic outflow are confined to 

the boundary layers, and there the additional constraint of zero density gradient 

normal to the outflow boundary is used. These constraints on the outflow gradients 

have been implemented through an extrapolation type of condition in which the 

structure of the computational grid is used. Here, the value of each constrained 

variable at a boundary node is set equal to its value at the nodal point directly 

upstream. Alternate conditions which do not rely on grid structure are discussed 

later in conjunction with the formulation based on the use of the internal energy. 

In the Euler limit, Condition (i) is replaced by 

v. No velocity normal to the solid boundaries 

which, with (iii), are the only applied boundary conditions. This tangency require

ment is implemented in a predictor-corrector fashion whereby the calculated (or 

predicted) velocity components at a boundary, up and v p , are corrected to 

( 4.56) 
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and 

(4.57) 

where the subscript c denotes the corrected state. Also, nx and ny are the x

and y-components, respectively, of the unit vector outwardly normal to the flow 

domain. These nodal normal vectors are approximated as the arithmetic average 

of the normal vectors to the boundaries of the adjacent elements. In effect, this 

implementation yields the component of the calculated velocity vector tangent to 

the boundary. 

With regard to the outflow boundary for the Euler equations, the proper 

supersonic condition is for no constraint to be imposed. As discussed during the 

presentation of the weak forms of the governing equations (Equations (4.1) through 

(4.3)), this condition is automatically satisfied through the vanishing of the bound

ary integrals in the Euler limit. No examples with subsonic inflows or outflows in 

this inviscid limit are considered as part of this total energy formulation. Both 

subsonic conditions, however, are examined in the following chapter. 

Finally, the initial conditions are set uniformly equal to the prescribed quan

tities in (iii). 

4.3 Numerical Results 

The algorithm outlined above is applied to various problems of supersonic 

flow to evaluate its robustness and ability to resolve high gradient flow features. 

The first example addresses the generation of an oblique shock wave that results 

from inviscid supersonic flow past a compression comer. This example is considered 

for the purpose of code validation, and the results are compared with analytical 

oblique shock solutions. 

The second example is that of a flat plate boundary layer. This problem is 

used to determine the ability of the algorithm to handle the deceleration from a 

supersonic free stream to the no slip condition at the leading edge of a plate. The 
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development of the boundary layer is studied and compared to existing computa

tional results. 

The final example involves supersonic flow in a channel with compression 

and expansion ramps. Both inviscid and viscous fluids are examined, and the 

differences between the solutions are discussed. 

Since many of the numerical results presented here are in the form of contour 

plots, a brief description of the routine used is given here. First, opposite vertices 

of each quadrilateral are connected by straight lines to form four triangles; each 

triangle comprised of two adjacent nodal points on the element boundary and 

the point defined by the intersection of these lines. Individual contour levels are 

located as points on the sides of these triangles by a linear interpolation between 

the vertices. Straight lines then connect these points. 

Finally, several of the computational grids used in these and subsequent nu

merical examples have nodes clustered near boundaries. To achieve this clustering, 

points are located along a line of unit length according to 

where 

hi = (,8 + 2a)O"i - (,8 - 2a) , 
(1 + 2a )( 1 + 0" i) 

O"i= [
,8 + 1] (Si-a)/(l-o) 

,8-1 ' 

i-I 
Si = . 1 ' 

Zmax -

( 4.58) 

(4.59) 

( 4.60) 

and hi is the coordinate of point i. As i varies from 1 to imax , hi increases from 0 

to 1. For a = 0, points are clustered near i = i max , while a = 1/2 results in equal 

clustering near both endpoints. The parameter ,8 (,8 > 1) is used to control the 

degree of clustering, with an increasing effect as ,8 -+ 1. Node spacing along lines 

of nonunit length are linearly scaled from these values. 
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Moo = 2.28 inviscid flow past a 15° compression corner 

The generation of an oblique shock wave past a compression corner is the 

subject of the first example. Figures 4.5(a) and (b) show the 90-by-50 mesh em

ployed and the resulting steady-state pressure contours, respectively, for the specific 

problem of Mach 2.28 inviscid air flow past a 15° wedge. 

Table 4.2 Comparison of oblique shock parameters between finite element re
sults and analytical solutions. 

FEM Analytical ~% 

P2/Pl 2.350 2.339 0.47 

pdPl 1.822 1.803 1.05 

T2/Tl 1.289 1.297 0.62 

M2 1.710 1.689 1.24 

A second-order Runge-Kutta scheme was used for the time integration of 

the equations. A comparison of the property ratios across the wave between the 

computed values and analytical oblique shock solutions (cf. Emanuel, 1986) are 

presented in Table 4.2 and show extremely good agreement. In this table, the 

subscripts 1 and 2 denote the upstream and downstream sides of the shock wave, 

respectively. Comparable results have also been obtained on much coarser compu

tational grids than the one employed here. The two primary effects of increasing 

the mesh density are the quality of the solution at the corner and the shock thick

ness. In general, the algorithm requires two to three elements normal to the shock 

wave to accomodate it. 
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Figure 4.5 (Continued) 

The convergence history for this example is shown in Figure 4.5( c), which is 

also a comparison of the Euler and Runge-Kutta time integration schemes. Equa

tion (4.54) defines the convergence parameter plotted here. Apparent in this plot 

is a clear lack of monoticity in the behavior of the solution obtained using the Eu

ler scheme when compared with its Runge-Kutta counterpart. Differences between 

the two solutions are virtually indistinguishable after approximately 500 time steps. 

Steady-state was decided when the convergence parameter became less than 10-6 • 

Jv100 = 3 flat plate boundary layer flow 

The second example considers the development of a flat plate boundary 

layer in Moo = 3 flow. The plate geometry, computational domain, and boundary 

conditions are depicted in Figure 4.6{a). The reference length L is taken to be the 

length of the plate, the free stream Reynolds number based on this length is 103
, 
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,= 1.4, and the Prandtl number is 0.72. In addition, the temperature of the plate 

is held constant at the nondimensional stagnation temperature 

(4.61) 

The Sutherland viscosity law is used with the dimensional free stream tempera

ture of 390°R. Figure 4.6(b) shows the 80-by-40 mesh used for this computation. 

Equation (4.58) with a = 0 and fJ = 1.05 was used for the y-coordinates at each 

nodal location along the x-axis. 

Since Carter (1972) first calculated a numerical solution to this problem 

with a spatially second-order finite difference scheme, several investigators have 

used his results as a benchmark for code validation (for example, Peraire, 1986 and 

Devloo et al., 1988). 

Steady-state density and pressure contour plots are presented in Fig

ures 4.6( c) and (d), respectively. The second-order Runge-Kutta scheme was used 

here for the temporal integration of the semidiscrete equations. Each figure clearly 

shows the generation of an oblique shock at the leading edge of the flat plate which 

curves toward the outflow boundary. The qualitative agreement between these 

figures and similar contours of numerical results published by the aforementioned 

investigators is quite good. 

Slight oscillations are observed near the wall in the pressure contours. This 

behavior in the low subsonic region of the flow is not, however, unexpected. It is 

well known that the use of equal-order shape functions for the velocity components 

and the pressure in incompressible flow problems leads to poor, if not meaningless, 

solutions (cf. Gunzburger, 1989). In fact, work is currently underway to avert 

this similar condition in nearly incompressible regions of compressible flow prob

lems (Miquel et al., 1989, Zienkiewicz et al., 1990, and Dyne and Heinrich, 1991). 

The pressure oscillation can be greatly reduced in the present formulation by grid 

refinement and, in fact, are of a minimal consequence in this problem. 

Figure 4.6( e) shows the velocity vectors at the leading edge of the plate. The 

initial growth of the boundary layer is clearly observed as is the dramatic effect of 
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Figure 4.7 Comparison of wall pressure values between finite element results and 
finite difference results of Carter (1972). 

the no slip boundary condition at the leading edge. Virtually no oscillations are 

discernable and there is very little upstream influence on the flow by the leading 

edge. 

A graph of the nodal wall pressures is presented in Figure 4.7 along with 

the results of Carter (1972). Agreement between the two solutions is quite good. 

In fact, the present solution just downstream of the leading edge of the plate does 

not exhibit the oscillations evident in Carter's results. A close look at these leading 

edge values indicates some discrepancies in both sets of results. Much of this is due 

to the resolution of the respective computational grids. A portion of this variance 

in the present work can also be associated with the use of the total energy as a 

dependent variable. This latter point is examined further in the next chapter. 

Finally, profiles of the various flow properties at the outflow boundary are 

presented in Figures 4.8( a} through (d) along with the finite difference results 

published by Carter. The agreement between these two solutions is excellent for 

Cl.ll parameters. These figures illustrate the effectiveness of the current numerical 
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approach to properly capture the shock wave with no oscillations, while at the same 

time resolving the viscous boundary layer without introducing excessive artificial 

dissipation. 

As a final comment, it is interesting to note that the computational domain 

used by Carter extended to 1.5 plate lengths to avoid any influence of the outflow 

boundary on the flow variables at the location these profiles were plotted. This 

comparison, therefore, also shows the effectiveness of the outflow conditions used 

in the present work. 

Moo = 2.6 flow past compression and expansion ramps 

The final example involves supersonic flow in a channel with both compres

sion and expansion ramps. Here, both inviscid and viscous flows are considered 

and compared. In each case, the semidiscrete equations are integrated in time us

ing the second-order Runge-Kutta scheme, the ramp angle is 20°, j\1= = 2.6, and 

-( = 1.4. For the viscous problem, viscosity is assumed constant, Re= = 105
, and 

Pr = 0.72. The channel height is taken as the reference length L. 

The 90-by-50 mesh used for the inviscid case is given in Figure 4.9(a), 

with the computed steady-state pressure and local Mach contours shown in Fig

ures 4.9(b) and (c), respectively. Each of these solutions clearly shows the gener

ation of an oblique shock at the compression corner and its reflection off the top 

wall of the channel. The expansion of the flow about the downstream corner is also 

captured along with its interaction with the shock wave. The results across the 

shock and expansion fan in the region along the bottom wall compare favorably to 

analytical solutions. 

Clustering of the 90-by-50 grid in the y-direction for the viscous calculation, 

shown in Figure 4.10(a), was accomplished using Equation (4.58). Values of 1/2 

and 1.02 were used for the parameters a: and (3, respectively, in this example. 

Steady-state pressure and local Mach number contours for this viscous cal

culation are shown in Figures 4.10(b) and (c), respectively. As anticipated, the 

same general shock and expansion structure observed in the inviscid solution is 
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Figure 4.9 Moo = 2.6 inviscid flow in a channel with 200 compression and ex
pansion ramps. 
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Figure 4.10 Moo = 2.6, Reoo = 105 viscous flow in a channel with 20° compres
sion and expansion ramps. 
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shown here. In addition, the interaction between the shock wave and boundary 

layers is also captured. The pressure jump across the shock separates the bound

ary layers at both the compression ramp and at the upper channel surface where the 

reflection occurs, the former effectively spreading out the base of the wave. Areas 

of flow recirculation are observed in both regions. The shock wave/boundary layer 

interaction computed at the upper channel surface also shows an oblique shock 

generated at the leading edge of the separation region, its effect on the expansion 

fan downstream of the impinging shock, and the subsequent reattachment of the 

boundary layer. The velocity vectors calculated in the top wall separated region of 

the flow are presented in Figure 4.10( d), and clearly illustrate the effects described 

above. 

Finally, in Figure 4.11, the pressure and temperature distributions along 

the top surface are plotted for both the inviscid and viscous calculations, thereby 

presenting a comparison of the quantitative differences between the two models. It 
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may be pointed out here that the agreement in the wall pressures at the exit region 

indicates that the outflow conditions applied in the viscous model have a negligible 

effect on the upstream solution. 

4.4 Summar..,y 

An extension of the Petrov-Galerkin method developed for viscous incom

pressible flows by Kelly et al. (1980) and Brooks and Hughes (1982) has been im

plemented for the compressible Euler and N avier-Stokes equations. The extension, 

which is based on a nonconservative form of the governing equations, recognizes 

that the kinetic energy of the system modifies the convection-diffusion balance in 

the momentum and energy equations through the pressure gradient and pressure 

work terms. In fact, the directions the scalar velocity components are convected in 

the momentum equations are different from the local streamline direction. An im

portant advantage of this new model is that it provides precise criteria for both the 

direction an anisotropic diffusion must be added for stability and the exact amount 

needed to maintain accuracy. The implementation is straightforward and does not 

suffer from the complications seen in previous attempts at similar formulations. 

Numerical solutions of several examples have been presented which illustrate 

the ability of this algorithm to capture shock and expansion waves while also accu

rately resolving viscous boundary layers. In fact, these results show that a central 

problem in the numerical simulation of flows with these features is being success

fully addressed; this problem being one of simultaneously capturing shock waves 

with a minimum of oscillations while not introducing excessive dissipation into the 

boundary layers. This attribute is important as methods are extended to include 

chemical reactive effects. The accurate resolution of both of these phenomena is 

critical to model realistic supersonic combustion problems. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION: 

INTERNAL ENERGY FORM 

It was shown in the previous chapter that the use of the equation describing 

the evolution of the specific total energy introduced the kinetic energy into the 

equation of state. Subsequent elimination of the pressure in the momentum and 

energy equations altered the directions and magnitudes of the convective velocities 

for the transport of u, v, and E. It was the choice of these dependent variables 

which led to this result; a natural choice based on the conservation form of the 

governing equations. The different convective directions, however, do add to the 

complexity of the numerical implementation and the computational effort. 

Additionally, for high Mach number flows, it becomes increasingly difficult 

to obtain reliable solutions to the temperature and pressure fields when the specific 

total energy is used as a dependent variable. In this case, the dominance of the 

kinetic energy (seen in Equation (3.37) for large lvloo) makes the calculation of the 

internal energy increasingly ill-conditioned. Since E remains relatively constant 

across shock waves, small fluctuations in the velocity components result in large 

variations of the internal energy and the calculation of the temperature and pres

sure from Equations (3.36) and (3.35), respectively, can, in extreme cases, render 

meaningless values. 

Since the approach taken in the present work is not based on the conser

vation form of the governing equations, an alternate choice of dependent variables 

could be made which would not result in multiple convective directions; specifically 

the use of the internal energy in place of the total energy. This use of the internal 

energy is also advantageous with respect to the modeling of high Mach number 

flows since it circumvents the deficiencies outlined above for the total energy for

mulation. 
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5.1 'Weak Formulation and Discretization 

The weak form of Equation (3.34), the internal energy equation, is written 

as 

in {ve[P(~: +u.\7e) +(,-l)p\7·u 

-,b -l).i\lI!, (r: U)] + Pr ~eooll\7Ve' \7T }dn 
-1 Ve [pr 1e

oo 
Iln · \7T] elI' = 0 (5.1) 

where Ve is a weighting function. In constrast to the weak form of the total energy 

equation, only the heat flux gradient is integrated by parts since the viscous dissi

pation no longer includes second derivatives of the velocity. This has the benefit 

of simplifying the natural boundary condition to one on the heat flux across the 

boundary. 

With the use of Equations (3.35) and (3.36), the pressure is expressed as 

p = pe (5.2) 

which, since it is now in terms of the dependent variables, can be directly used in 

the equations of motion. 

5.1.1 Two-Dimensional Rectangular Coordinates 

In the rectangular Cartesian coordinates (x, y), the Petrov-Galerkin weak 

forms of the four expressions describing the .~ransport of p, u, v, and e become 

f [ap ap ap (au av)] in v p at + u ax + v ay + p ax + ay dn = 0 ; (5.3) 
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r { [ (au au au ) 1 ape] 10. Vu p &t + u ax + v ay + iM~ ax 

+_JL [avu (~au _ ~ av) + avu (au + av)] }dQ Reoo ax 3 ax 3 ay ay ay ax 
_ r w_JL [(~ au _ ~ av) nx + (au + av) n ] dI' = 0 ; (5.4) ir Reoo 3 ax 3 ay ay ax Y 

[ { [ ( av av av ) 1 ape] 10. Vv p &t + u ax + v ay + iM~ ay 

JL [avv (8u av) 8vv (/1 ev 2 au)] }dr'l +-- -- -+- +- ----- H Reoo ax ay ax ay 3 ay 3 ax 
_ r w_JL [(au + av) nx + (~8v _ ~ au) n ] dI' = 0; (5.5) 1r Reoo ay ax 3ay 3ax Y 

1 { { (fJe ae fJe) (fJu av) 
Ve P - + u- + v- + b - 1 )pe - + -

0. &t ax fJy ax ay 

1vl~ [4 [(au)2 (av)2 (au av)] +ib-1)-JL - - + - - --Reoo 3 ax ay ax fJy 

Applying the methodology outlined in the previous chapter, the Petrov-Galerkin 

weighting functions used in the individual equations are derived as the following: 
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Continuity: 

vp=w+pp 

h (OW OW) 
= w + 2 U U Ox + v oy 

h 
=w+

2U
(u.\7w). (5.7) 

x-Momentum: 

vu =w + Pu 

h (Ow aw) 
= w + Ciu 2 U U ax + v ay 

h 
=W+Ciu2U (U.\7w) (5.8) 

where 

IU 2 
(5.9) Ciu = coth- --

2 IU 

and 

IU = 
pReooU h 

p(1+u2j3U2) . 
(5.10) 

y-Momentum: 

Vv =w + Pv 

h (aw aw) 
= w + Ci v 2 U U ax + v ay 

h 
= w + Ci v 2 U (u· \7w) (5.11) 

where 

IV 2 
(5.12) Ci v = coth- --

2 IV 

and 

~(v = 
pReoo U h 

p(1+v2j3U2) . 
(5.13) 



Internal Energy: 

where 

and 

Ve =W + Pe 

Ie 2 
Q:e = coth- --

2 Ie 

pPrReooU h 
Ie = 

P.' 
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(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

In these expressions, U = Ju2 + v2 and h is the element length associated 

with u. Section 4.2.2 describes the calculation of this parameter. It is observed 

that the modified velocities present in the formulation using the total energy do 

not appear here. This observation was ru"lticipated since the kinetic energy was 

effectively removed during the derivation of the internal energy equation. 

The dependent variables are now discretized with bilinear quadrilateral el

ements as 
n 

p(x, t) ~ ph(X, t) = L Ni(x)pi(t) 
i=l 

n 

u(x, t) ~ uh(x, t) = L Ni(x)Ui(t) 
i=l 

n 
(5.17) 

V(x, t) ~ vh(x, t) = L Ni(x)Vi(t) 
i=l 

n 

e(x, t) ~ eh(x, t) = L Ni(x)ei(t) 
i=l 

where the shape functions, expressed with respect to the local element coordinates, 

are Equations (4.32). In addition, the product approximation 

n 

p(x, t)e(x, t) ~ (pe)h(x, t) = L Ni(x)(peMt) (5.18) 
i=l 
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is used. 

The semi discrete equations are derived in a manner analogous to that of 

Section 4.2.1. The resulting system of equations is given by 

Ni h (au
h 

avh)] dfl . + p ax + ay 1 
(5.19) 

11 . [(4au
h 

2aV
h

) (au
h 

aV
h

) ] +-- N1J.l ----- nx+ -+- n df; 
Reoo r 3 ax 3 ay ay ax Y 

(5.20) 

[ i h ;\TiNj dr.] dVj i { i h ( h av
h 

h av
h 

) ph ,H-=- vp u-+v-
n & n v & ~ 

i [ 1 a h] +N M2 a(pe) 
I 00 Y 

+- - -+- +- ----- dfl J.l [aNi (au h aVh) aNi (4aVh 2auh)]} 
Reoo ax ay ax ay 3 ay 3 ax 

1 1 i [ ( au It av It ) (4 av h 2 au h ) ] +-- NJ.l -+- nx+ ----- ny df; 
Reoo r ay ax 3 ay 3 ax (5.21) 
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[1 hNiNjd"'] dej 1{ i h (haeh haeh) P H-=- VP u-+v-
n & n e fu ~ 

{ (
auh aVh) +Ni (-r - 1 )(pe)h ax + ay 

+y(-r -l)--E£..ji - - + - - --M2 { [4 [(auh)2 (avh) 2 (auh avh)] 
Reoo 3 ax ay ax ay 

r i [, (oeh aeh )] + ir N Pr Re= ji ax nx + ay ny elI' . (5.22) 

The indices i and j range over the number of nodes, n. 

The computational benefits of this formulation as compared to the total 

energy form are now apparent. First, and most obvious, the total number of terms 

in the system of equations is dramatically reduced. Also, since the addition of 

anisotropic diffusion is performed .;>J.ong the streamlines, only one velocity vector 
., 

and one element mesh length need be calculated. In fact, for the Euler equations, 

all of the weighting functions are identical. 

5.1.2 Axisymmetric Approximation 

The weak forms expressed in Equations (4.1) and (4.2) for p and u, respec

tively, and Equation (5.1) for e are now cast in terms of a cylindrical coordinate 

system. More specifically, a formulation based on an axisymmetric (r, z) approxi

mation to these equations is presented in the following derivation. 

With the coordinate definitions shown graphically in Figure 2.3, the gradient 

and divergence operators are given by (cf. Reddy and Rasmussen, 1982) 

(5.23) 
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and 
1 a 1 aAe aA~ 

\7 . A = -- (r Ar) + - - + -- , 
r ar r aB az (5.24) 

respectively, for any scalar ¢> and vector A = (Ar,Ae,Az)T, and with en ee, and 

ez as unit vectors in the T-, B-, and z-ciirections, respectively. With 

ae r ae = ee , (5.25) 

aee ae = -er , (5.26) 

and Equations (3.38) and (3.39), the deviatoric stress tensor T is derived in cylin

drical coordinates. After making the axisymmetric assumption; i.e., setting alaB 
and the velocity component in the O-direction to zero, T becomes 

11 T=--
Reoo 

~ au _ ~ (~ + aV) 
3 ar 3 r az / 

au av 
-+az ar 

au au 
-+az ar 

( 5.27) 

Here, the velocity vector is defined as u = (un U z f = (u, V f. The weak forms of 

the governing equations of motion are now written as 

1 r
ap ap ap (au u av)] v -+u-+v-+p -+-+- dn=o; 

n P at ar az ar r az (5.28) 

r { [( au au au) 1 ape] J n Vu P at + u ar + v az + I M~ ar 

+_11 {avu [~au _ ~ (~+ av)] + avu [au + av]} }dn 
Reoo ar 3 ar 3 r az az az ar 

r 11 {[ 4 au 2 (u au) ] [ au av] } 
- Jr W Re

oo 
3 ar - 3 -;: + az nr + az + ar nz £if = 0 ; (5.29) 



[ { [ ( av av av) 1 ape] 10. Vv p &t + u ar + v az + 'YM~ az 

+_J.L {avv [au + av] + avv [~av _ ~ (au + ~)] } }dil Reoo ar az ar az 3 az 3 ar r 

1 { { ( ae ae ae) (au u av) 
Ve P - + u- + v- + ("'( -1)pe - + - +-

0. &t ar az ar r az 

+'Yh-1)-J.L - - + - + - - --M~ [4 [(au)2 (U)2 (av)2 (au u) Reoo 3 ar r az ar 'r 

_ (!:: av) _ (au av)] + (au)2 + (av)2 + 2 (au av)]} 
r az ar az az ar az ar 
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(5.30) 

(5.31) 

Based on the analysis of the one-dimensional model equation along r, the Petrov

Galerkin weights used here; that is vP' vu, v v , and v e , are identical to those given 

in the previous section for the rectangular coordinate results after replacing x and 

y with rand z, respectively. Also, nr and n z are the r- and z-components of the 

unit vector normal to the domain boundary r. The quantity 21l', which appears 

from the integration in the O-direction, is included in the differential area and line 

elements. 

With these weak forms and Equations (5.17) and (5.18) for the bilinear 

approximations of the dependent variables, the semidiscrete equations of motion 

are derived as 
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· h (auh uh avh)] +N'p -+-+- dO; or r az (5.32) 

+- - ---- -+- +- -+- dn p {aNi [4 auh 2 (uh avh)] aNi [auh avh] }} 
Reoo or 3 ar 3 r az az az or 

1 1 . {[4aUh 
2 (uh avh)] +-- NIp ---- -+- nr 

Reoo r 3 ar 3 r az 

(5.33) 

+-- -- --+- -t-- ---- -+- dn p {aNi [auh aVh]. aNi [4 avh 2 (auh uh)] }} 
Reoo or az ar az 3 az 3 ar r 

1 1 . {[ au h av h ] [4 av h 2 (au huh) ] } +-- NIp -+- n r + ---- -+- n z dri 
Reoo r az ar 3 az 3 ar r 

(5.34) 
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o{ h (8uh Uh 8Vh) +NI b- 1)(pe) _+_+_ 
8r r 8z 

M2 {[4 [(8Uh)2 (Uh)2 (8Vh)2 (8uh Uh) +YCi - l)--E£.jl - - + - + - - --
Reoo 3 8r r 8z 8r r 

_ (Uh 8Vh) _ (8u h 8Vh)] + (8Uh)2 + (8Vh)2 +2 (8uh 8Vh)]} 
r 8z 8r 8z 8z 8r 8z 8r 

(5.35) 

The coordinate r, which appears explicitly in certain terms and implicitly in the 

differential area and line elements in these integrals, is also expanded by the shape 

functions as 
n 

r = LNi(x)ri. (5.36) 
i=l 

5.1.3 Algorithm Implementation 

The semidiscrete equations of motion, Equations (5.19) through (5.22) in 

two-dimensional rectangular coordinates and Equations (5.32) through (5.35) in 

the axisymmetric presentation, are integrated in time to steady-state as described 

in Section 4.2.3. Also, a 2 x 2 Gaussian quadrature is used for the spatial integration 

of each element. The Gauss points and weights are given in Table 4.1. 

The boundary conditions used for these equations are, in general, those 

described in Section 4.2.4. To model problems involving unstructured grids or more 

general inflow/outflow conditions, an alternate implementation has been considered 

at these inflow/outflow, or free, boundaries. 
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The notion of a single, free boundary condition requires a detennination of 

the nature of the boundary at each time step; i.e., inflow or outflow, subsonic or su

personic. Based on this detennination, the appropriate conditions are implemented 

in a predictor-corrector fashion. 

With the calculated (or predicted) quantities designated by the subscript p, 

the velocity component nonnal to the boundary is given by 

(5.37) 

where n is the unit outward normal vector and the predicted velocity is up = 
(up, vp)T. This information, together with the nondimensional predicted speed of 

sound 
1 

ap = }.{;,o JT; , (5.38) 

gives the full nature of the boundary. 

The treatment of the various conditions used in this work are presented in 

the following outline. Corrected quantities for inviscid subsonic inflow and outflow 

are taken from Usab and Munnan (1985) and are based on a characteristic analysis 

of the linearized Euler equations. 

Supersonic inflow: (unp < -ap ) 

All quantities are specified for both the Euler and N avier-Stokes systems of 

equations. 

Subsonic inflow: (-a p < unp < 0) 

As discussed in Rudy and Strikwerda (1981), the specification of all quan

tities at a subsonic inflow boundary overspecifies the inflow data in the sense that 

the N avier-Stokes system of partial differential equations requires only three con

ditions. Therefore, only the density and velocity components are specified for a 

subsonic inflow. A homogeneous natural boundary condition is used for the in

ternal energy equation which effectively restricts the normal heat flux across the 
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boundary. This condition has been observed to improve the convergence of the 

numerical solution above that of specifying all variables. 

The relations for the Euler equations are derived from the results of Usab 

and Murman (1985) which, after nondimensionalizing with the quantities of Equa

tion (3.29), are given by 

Pc = ~ [Poo + Pp + ppap( unp - U noo h M~] 
(Pc - Poo) 

Pc = Poo + M2 2 
I ooap 

(Pc - Poo) 
Unc = un"" + M2 

I ooppap 

(5.39) 

(5.40) 

(5.41) 

(5.42) 

Here, the subscripts 00 and c denote values in the free stream and those which have 

been corrected, respectively. Also, Ut is the component of the velocity tangent to 

the boundary. With the equation of state 

Pc = pcec (5.43) 

and the outward unit normal vector n = (nx, nyf, the corrected dependent vari

ables are derived as: 

Pc ec = -. 
Pc 

(5.44) 

(5.45) 

(5.46) 

Here, U c and Vc are the x- and y-components of the corrected velocity uc, and 

the corrected density Pc is given by Equation (5.41). The x and y subscripts in 

these expressions are replaced with r and z, respectively, to obtain the conditions 

in axisymmetric coordinates. 

Supersonic outflow: (u np > ap ) 
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No quantities are specified for either system of equations. For the Navier

Stokes equations, this has the effect of imposing the homogeneous natural boundary 

conditions 

T·n=O (5.47) 

and 

'VT· n = o. (5.48) 

When an extrapolation type of condition is used, the gradients of u, v, and T are 

constrained in the same manner as that described in Section 4.2.4. Also, with 

the vanishing of the boundary integrals in the Euler limit, this correct boundary 

condition is automatically satisfied. 

Subsonic outflow: (ap > unp > 0) 

The choice of subsonic outflow conditions has a significant influence on both 

the accuracy of the solution and the convergence characteristics. In general, the 

pressure at the outflow boundary needs to be specified. For many problems, how

ever, this pressure, or any other physical quantity for that matter, is not known a 

priori. It is therefore often the case in N avier-Stokes calculations that all dependent 

variables are extrapolated at the outflow boundary. This is the condition that was 

described and used in the formulation of the previous chapter, and the condition 

employed here for some cases. While, as Rudy and Strikwerda (1981) point out, 

this conditions is not mathematically correct, it is often used when no information 

exists for any outflow quantity, and can, as demonstrated in the flat plate problem 

considered in Chapter 4, yield good results. This extrapolation, however, is not 

suitable for domains discretized with unstructured meshes. 

An alternate condition to the extrapolation type described above is the weak 

imposition of the homogeneous natural boundary conditions on the N avier-Stokes 

equations employed by not specifying any of the flow quantities. Another choice, 

but one which involves the eva.luation of a boundary integral, is to weakly impose 

the condi tion 
1 

T·n=--pI·n 
'YM~ 

(5.49) 
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on the boundary. This has the effect of satifying 

O"n=O, (5.50) 

which is commonly used in incompressible flow problems. The performance of these 

various conditions depends in large part on the specific problem under study and 

the relative size of the subsonic to supersonic portions of the boundary. While it is 

clear that additional work in this area is warranted, the condition given by Equa

tion (5.47) has been used in some cases in the present study, and its performance 

is examined in subsequent numerical examples. 

For the Euler equations, the nondimensionalized results of Usab and Mur

man (1985) are given by 

Pc = Poo (5.51 ) 

(5.52) 

(5.53) 

_ + Pp - Poo 
Unc - U np M2 

I ooppap 
(5.54) 

Equations (5.44) through (5.46) are used to express these relations in terms of 

the dependent variables. Here, as discussed in conjunction with the Navier-Stokes 

equations, the pressure at the outflow boundary is often not known a priori. In the 

present work, this pressure is equated to the free stream value, and is represented 

by Poo in the preceding equations. 

Finally, as in the total energy formulation, the initial conditions are taken 

uniformly as the free stream values. 

5.2 Numerical Results 

The algorithm developed here is applied first to the ]'1100 = 3 flat plate 

problem examined in the previous chapter. These results are compared to those 
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obtained with the total energy formulation, and the differences are highlighted and 

discussed. 

The second example was also considered in Chapter 4. The Moo = 2.6 

inviscid flow through the channel with both compression and expansion ramps is 

examined and compared to the solutions computed with the total energy formula

tion. 

Next, the problem of supersonic flow impinging on an infinite cylinder is 

presented. This example examines the formation of a detached bow shock and 

the expansion of the fluid from the front stagnation point to where it exits the 

computational domain. Both Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions are used. 

The final example is that of supersonic flow impinging on a sphere. The 

conditions used here are analogous to those of the cylinder example described above, 

and both inviscid and viscous fluids are considered. These calculations illustrate 

the ability of the axisymmetric form of the algorithm to resolve high gradient flow 

features and accomodate computational domains bounded along r = O. 

Moo = 3 flat plate boundary layer flow 

The supersonic boundary layer problem originally considered by Carter 

(1972) is repeated here using the internal energy based algorithm derived in this 

chapter. The geometry and boundary conditions are given in Figure 4.6(a), and the 

computational mesh is shown in Figure 4.6(b). In this problem, the extrapolation 

type outflow boundary conditions described in Section 4.2.4 are used. 

Steady-state density and pressure contours are plotted in Figures 5.1( a) and 

(b), respectively. When compared to Figures 4.6( c) and (d), the analogous contours 

calculated with the total energy form, the qualitative agreement is such that the 

plots are nearly indistinguishable. The differences between these sets of figures 

are primarily attributable to dissimilar contour levels. Notice also that the slight 

pressure oscillations in the low Mach number region near the wall are present in 
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both solutions. As discussed in Section 4.3, this behavior was anticipated and is 

currently under investigation by several researchers. 

Figure 5.2 shows the steady-state pressure distribution calculated along the 

plate surface. The quantities plotted here are superimposed on the wall pressures 

computed using the total energy form. The agreement is virtually exact except 

at the leading edge. Here, values at two locations, the leading edge and the first 

node upstream, clearly indicate differences in the behavior of the two algorithms. 

The undershoot at the first node upstream of the leading edge, calculated with 

the model derived in the previous chapter, is not present in the internal energy 

solution. Also, the magnitude of the pressure at the leading edge node is reduced 

with the current algorithm. 

In the introduction of this chapter, one of the motivations expressed for the 

use of the internal energy form of the energy equation was the potential for an 

improvement in the behavior of the algorithm for high Mach number flows. One 

such improvement is clearly demonstrated through this comparison of the pressures 

calculated at the leading edge of the plate. 

At the leading edge, the no slip condition initiates a boundary layer which, 

in turn, generates an oblique shock wave. The abrupt changes in flow parame

ters at this location, especially the velocity components, can easily result in severe 

oscillations. In fact, rather dramatic oscillations are apparent in the results of 

Carter (1972) due to this effect (reference Figure 4.7). Grid resolution does, how

ever, play an important role in the severity of these oscillations. While it is clear 

that the leading edge of the plate in this example has not been adequately resolved, 

it is nevertheless important that negative temperatures or pressures are not cal

culated. If they are, not only are the local results obviously in error, but most 

often any further temporal integration is impossible, especially when chemistry is 

included. 

The undershoot in the pressure calculated using the total energy formula

tion indicates the presence of this deficiency in that algorithm. This condition is 

exacerbated as higher Mach number flows are considered. When the total energy is 

a dependent variable, the quantity E is used to determine the internal energy and, 
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Figure 5.1 lV[= = 3 viscous flow past a flat plate - internal energy formulation. 
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of wall pressure values between total energy and internal 
energy finite element results. 

subsequently, the temperature. At high Mach numbers, however, the dominance 

of the kinetic energy component of the total energy makes this calculation of the 

temperature ill-conditioned. This is, in fact, the cause of the undershoot in the 

total energy solution. It is also why the internal energy solution does not exhibit 

this deficiency. 

All= = 2.6 inviscid flow past compression and expansion ramps 

The inviscid supersonic channel flow problem of the previous chapter is re

peated here to further compare the two formulations. Figure 4.9(a) shows the com

putational grid used for the M= = 2.6 flow. Steady-state pressure and local Mach 

number contours are given in Figures 5.3( a) and (b), respectively. Figures 4.9(b) 

and (c) are the analogous plots obtained using the total energy formulation. A 

qualitative comparison between the two sets of results indicates nearly identical 

behavior, with slightly sharper shock resolution given by the total energy formula

tion. 
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Figure 5.3 lvl= = 2.6 inviscid flow in a channel with compression and expansion 
ramps - internal energy formulation. 
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Plots of the wall temperatures and pressures are given in Figures 5.4(a) 

and (b), for the top and bottom boundaries, respectively. Both graphs display 

nearly identical results in regions of constant flow properties and where the flow 

expands along the top wall downstream of the shock reflection. Each formulation 

yields slight oscillations at the bottom wall where the oblique shock is generated. 

These results also point out that the elements based on the internal energy form 

are somewhat more diffusive than those formulated with the total energy. This can 

be largely attributed to the directions in which the balancing diffusions are added. 

Moo = 2 flow impinging on a cylinder 

In this example, the problem of supersonic flew impinging on a cylinder is 

considered. The geometry of the computational domain and the boundary condi

tions are illustrated in Figure 5.5. The mesh employed for the inviscid calculation 

is shown in Figure 5.6( a) for the specific problem of Moo = 2, I = 1.4 fluid flow. 

Here, 25 nodes are equally distributed around the circumference of the cylinder and 

40 nodes are equally spaced between the cylinder and the elliptical inflow boundary. 

The reference length L is taken to be the radius of the cylinder. 

Steady-state contours of density, pressure, Mach number, and temperature 

are presented in Figures 5.6(b) through (e), respectively. It is observed in these 

plots that three to four elements are required to accomodate the detached bow 

shock along the line of symmetry. The front stagnation zone as well as the region 

between the cylinder and the shock are resolved with minimal oscillations. 

Figure 5.7(a) contains the 25-by-40 mesh used for a viscous calculation of 

the same lvloo = 2 flow. Equation (4.58) with a = 0 and (3 = 1.05 was used to 

cluster the grid near the cylinder surface. Here, the viscosity is assumed constant, 

Pr = 0.72, and the Reynolds number based on the radius is 1000. In addition, 

homogeneous natural boundary conditions are used in both the subsonic and su

personic portions of the outflow boundary. 

Contours of density, pressure, Mach number, and temperature are given 

in Figures 5. 7(b) through (e), respectively, which indicate comparable bow shock 
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Figure 5.5 Geometry and boundary conditions for flow impinging on a cylinder 
of unit radius. 
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Figure 5.6 Moo = 2 inviscid flow impinging on a cylinder of unit radius. 
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Figure 5.6 ( Continued) 
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Figure 5.7 lvI= = 2, Re= = 1000 viscous flow impinging on a cylinder of unit radius. 
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resolution to the inviscid example. The formation and development of the boundary 

layer is clearly observed in the Mach number and temperature plots. Figure 5.7(f) 

further illustrates the behavior of the flow and the algorithm. This detail of the 

r~gion near the cylinder surface, shown here with the velocity vectors, shows that 

no recirculation is predicted near the front stagnation point. Also, even in the large 

subsonic region, no oscillations are observed in either the velocity vectors or the 

contour plots. 

Moo = 2 flow impinging on a sphere 

In this final example, the Moo = 2 inviscid and viscous flow impinging 

on a sphere is considered. The problem definition itself is the same as shown in 

Figure 5.5 for the two-dimensional case, with the (x, y) axes replaced by the (r, z) 

coordinates and the inflow boundary given by (r/3)2 + (z/2? = 1. The 25-by-40 

grid used for the inviscid calculation, given in Figure 5.8( a), shows the smaller 

computational domain than that used for the analogous cylinder problem. 

Figures 5.8(b) through (e) contain contours of steady-state density, pres

sure, Mach number, and temperature from the solution of the Euler equations. 

Approximately three elements are required to resolve the bow shock. 

The computational mesh used for the N avier-Stokes calculation is given in 

Figure 5.9(a). The same grid clustering parameters used in the cylinder example 

are employed here. Also, the Prandtl number is 0.72, the viscosity is constant, and 

the Reynolds number based on the sphere radius is 1000. The natural boundary 

conditions of Equations (5.47) and (5.48) are weakly imposed on the entire outflow 

boundary. 

Steady-state density, pressure, Mach number, and temperature contours are 

shown in Figures 5.9(b) through (e) for this viscous example. Also, Figure 5.9(f) 

is an illustration of the velocity field near the sphere surface. In this figure, the 

impact of the shock on the velocity vectors and the development of the boundary 

layer is clearly observed. The lack of oscillations throughout the flow is noteworthy, 

as is the accomodation of the region near the z-axis. 
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(a) Computational grid. 

Figure 5.8 Moo = 2 inviscid flow impinging on a sphere of unit radius. 
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Figure 5.9 Moo = 2, Reoo = 1000 viscous flow impinging on a sphere of unit radius. 
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5.3 Summary 

In this chapter, an algorithm using the internal energy form of the energy 

equation has been developed. Compared to the total energy formulation of the 

previous chapter, the choice of the internal energy as a dependent variable not 

only simplifies the finite element equations, but it also results in a more stable 

algorithm as the free stream Mach number increases. The example of Carter's flat 

plate problem has been used to illustrate the latter (Carter, 1972). A further benefit 

of this formulation is that the Petrov-Galerkin weights are all aligned with the 

streamlines, rather than the directions derived using the total energy. Furthermore, 

for the Euler limit, all of these weighting functions are identical. 

A derivation of an axisymmetric form of the semidiscrete equations has also 

been presented in this chapter. The same weights derived for the two-dimensional 

formulation have been used here, and numerical examples have been presented 

which show the behavior of this algorithm. 
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The examples presented in the previous chapters highlight a condition which 

is inherent in the nwnerical simulation of supersonic flows. To adequately resolve 

narrow regions of high gradients, specifically shock waves and viscous boundary 

layers, mesh spacing must be small. As a result, the structure of the grids used 

to this point have been comprised of elements small enough to capture these flow 

features. Unfortunately, since these high gradient regions are often imbedded in 

large areas of slowly varying flow properties, this type of mesh results in a large 

amount of unnecessary computational effort. 

To avoid this costly overmeshing while maintaining accuracy, the use of 

computational meshes which lack the structure of conventional finite difference type 

grids is needed. The use of these unstructured grids requires algorithms which are 

essentially independent of a global coordinate system and a global mesh geometry. 

One of the attractive features of the finite element method is its adaptiveness to 

these unstructured meshes. 

Several approaches currently exist or are in development for the generation 

of grids which address this problem. These schemes are each based on algorithms 

which estimate the local error of the numerical solution and adapt the computa

tional grid to evenly distribute this error. This grid adaptation can be done by 

moving nodal points, splitting (or unsplitting) elements, or completely regenerating 

the mesh. 

Of the options which exist for mesh adaptation, the approach which seems 

to maximize accuracy and minimize cost is that in which the grid is completely 

regenerated. The quadrilateral elements used for the calculations to this point, 

however, do not lend themselves to this type of procedure. Rather, very efficient 

algorithms have been developed based on triangular elements. Of these schemes, 
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Figure 6.1 Definitions of element mesh parameters 8, 5, and Q. 

the error estimator and mesh gen,erator of Peraire et al. (1987) have been shown 

to be extremely powerful and therefore comprise the method chosen for use in this 

work. 

In this chapter, a brief description of this approach to adaptive remeshing 

is presented, followed by a discussion of the implementation of triangular elements 

into the algorithm developed in the previous chapter. Additionally, numerical 

examples are given which illustrate the performance of these elements using this 

adaptive remeshing scheme. 

6.1 Mesh Generation and Adaptive Refinement 

The generation of a mesh requires the use of several parameters which define 

a general triangular element. These quantities, illustrated in Figure 6.1, are 8, the 

node spacing, 5, a stretching parameter, and 0:, the direction of stretching. Each 

triangle is generated with a unique set of these parameters made up of a typical 

length 8 in the direction perpendicular to 0:, and length 88 parallel to 0:. 
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The methodology employed by Peraire et al. (1987) for the determination of 

these element quantities is for each new mesh to be generated over a background 

grid. On this background grid, each nodal point has a value of 8, s, and Q. As 

an element is created, the quantities used are those interpolated from these nodal 

values. This process is started by a user created background grid which usually 

consists of two or three large elements completely covering the computational do

main. Details of the element generation process, which utilizes a generation front 

concept, are presented in Peraire (1986). 

When a steady state solution is obtained on a given mesh, "optimal" nodal 

values for 8, s, and Q are computed by a numerical error estimator. A criterion is 

used which guides the refinement process by equally distributing the error amongst 

all elements in the grid. For one-dimensional elements, this leads to a condition 

for 8p , the node spacing at a point P, as 

(6.1) 

where ¢>h is the piecewise linear finite element approximation to ¢>( x), and Xl is 

the coordinate along the element with origin at one end of the element. 

For two-dimensional problems, the requirement 

(6.2) 

is derived at each node P. Here, Alp and A2p are the eigenvalues of the matrix m 

with components 

mijlp = a~~::j Ip , (6.3) 

IAlp 1 > IA2p I, and b(I)p and b(2)P are the nodal spacings along the corresponding 

local principal directions. Also, IAllmax is the maximum value of IAlp 1 computed 

over the entire mesh and bmin is a user defined minimum node spacing. The 

associated stretching parameter at node P is obtained from Equation (6.2) as 

Sp = (6.4) 
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Figure 6.2 Local and global coordinate systems and Gauss point location for 
linear triangular elements. 

In addition to the specification of "min, two other parameters are required 

as input from the user to insure the generation of a practical mesh. These are a 

maximum stretching Smax and a maximum node spacing bmax • 

6.2 Implementation of Triangular Elements 

The choice of an adaptive mesh scheme based on triangles obviously requires 

the implementation of the flow solver on triangular elements. In this work, the 

linear isoparametric element shown in Figure 6.2 is used. The shape functions for 

these linear triangles are given by the following expressions when referenced to the 

local coordinate system: 

N 1(e) = 1 - ~ - T/ 

N 2(e) = ~ 

N 3 (e) = 11 • 

(6.5) 
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The semidiscrete equations of the preceding chapters are integrated numeri

cally with a 1 point Gaussian quadrature (cf. Zienkiewicz, 1977). The location and 

weight of this point, identified in Figure 6.2, is given in Table 6.1. Section 4.2.3 

describes the temporal integration of the resulting system of equations. 

Table 6.1 Gauss point for spatial integration of linear triangular elements. 

point weight 

a (1/3,1/3) 1 

The element mesh length h which appears in the Petrov-Galerkin weighting 

functions is computed in a manner analogous to that presented in Section 4.2.2 

for quadrilateral elements. With the concept of the mesh length being an average 

length of an element in the direction of a vector u, the mesh length vectors, he 

and h l1 , are defined as illustrated in Figure 6.3. These definitions are derived from 

a degenerate condition of the quadrilateral element shown in Figure 4.4 in which 

nodes 3 and 4 are brought together. The factor of 2 appears with hl1 to account for 

the area of the triangle being half that of the quadrilateral outlined in this figure. 

The x- and v-components of these vectors are given by 

1 
h~ = -(X2 - xd 
~x 2 . (6.6) 

1 
hev = 2(Y2 - yd (6.7) 

1 
hl1x = 4 [2X3 - (Xl + X2)] (6.8) 

1 
h."y = 4 [2Y3 - (YI + Y2)]. (6.9) 
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3_ 

Figure 6.3 Geometry and mesh length vectors for the definition of h for trian
gular elements. 

With these expressions, the element mesh length along u is calculated using Equa

tions (4.42) through (4.44). For the axisymmetric formulation, x and yare replaced 

with rand z, respectively, in these expressions. 

Since the free boundary conditions of Section 5.1.3 are independent of either 

the type of element used or the grid structure, these conditions are readily applied 

to the triangular elements developed here. Similarly, the initial conditions are taken 

uniformly as the free stream values. 

From an algorithmic viewpoint, the similarity of this triangular implementa

tion to the quadrilateral one described in previous chapters allows for an extremely 

straightforward accomodation of both elements in identical element subroutines. 

6.3 Numerical Examples 

The results of two examples are presented to illustrate the successful im

plementation of the Petrov-Galerkin formulation using linear triangular elements. 
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The initial meshes were generated with user specified paxameters. Subsequent 

mesh paxameters were calculated via the error estimate of the calculated numerical 

solutions. These computations have been performed on a CONVEX-C240 at the 

University of Arizona. A speed of approximately 6 X 10-5 s/node/!::l.t was achieved 

for the first-order temporal integration scheme used for these examples. 

l'vLXJ = 3 inviscid flow past a diamond-shaped airfoil 

The first example considers a symmetric, diamond-shaped airfoil of dimen

sionallength L and height L/lO. Figure 6.4(a) depicts the initial computational 

mesh, with the centerline of the airfoil aligned with the x-axis. Symmetry con

ditions axe imposed both upstream and downstream of the airfoil by setting v to 

zero for all time. Steady-state pressure contours for the Moo = 3 flow are given in 

Figure 6.4(b), showing an oblique shock wave at the leading edge, an expansion at 

the midpoint of the airfoil, and a shock at the trailing edge which realigns the flow 

to the x-axis. 

In this example, the specific total energy E was the scalax used for error 

estimation. Figures 6.4( c) and ( d) contain the mesh and pressure contours, respec

tively, resulting from the first adaptive remeshing, while the results of a subsequent 

remeshing axe given in Figures 6.4(e) and (f). Improvements in the resolution of 

the important flow features are obvious. A quantitative comparison is given in 

Figure 6.5 with a plot of the pressure along the airfoil surface for each solution. 

The exact solution using analytical oblique shock and expansion wave results is 

also plotted in this figure to show the improved agreement as the mesh is refined. 

Table 6.2 contains the parameters used for the generation of each mesh along with 

the resulting number of nodal points and elements. Two items of note are the sim

ilarity in the number of nodes between each mesh and the large ratio of maximum 

to minimum element size in the final grid. 

Finally, one way to achieve a speed-up to a steady-state solution on a mesh 

with a large disparity in element size is to use a local time-stepping approach. 

As discussed in Section 4.2.3, the semidiscrete equations are integrated in time 
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Table 6.2 Mesh parameters for adaptive remeshing of computational domain 
for supersonic flow past a diamond-shaped airfoil. 

mesh bmax 

1 0.08 

2 0.2 

3 0.4 

bmin Smax 

0.08 1 

0.02 2 

0.006 4 

nodes 

483 

456 

623 

elements 

913 

866 

1109 

with a different b.t for each nodal equation. A plot comparing the convergence 

behavior between the global and local time-stepping schemes is given in Figure 6.6 

for the final mesh. An improvement is clearly observed for the local time-stepping 

algorithm. The steady-state solutions are indistinguishable. 

j\l1.:>o = 2 inviscid flow past a double ellipse 

Figure 6. 7( a) illustrates the domain geometry and boundary conditions for 

the supersonic flow past a blunt body shape formed with two ellipses. The ini

tial mesh and steady-state density contours are given in Figures 6. 7(b) and (c), 

respectively. Two subsequent grids and resulting density contours are presented in 

Figures 6.8( d) through (g). Table 6.3 contains the parameters used for the gener

ation of each mesh. In this problem, the density was the scalar used to estimate 

the error. 

The improvement in the resclution of the detached bow shock as the grid is 

adaptively regenerated is clear. Also apparent is the enhancement of the shock just 

upstream of the upper ellipse. A plot of the pressure calculated along the surface of 

this body is given in Figure 6.8, showing quantitatively the rather dramatic effect 

of the refinement. 
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Table 6.3 Mesh parameters for adaptive remeshing of computational domain 
:or supersonic flow past a double ellipse. 

mesh 

1 

2 

3 

6.0 

S.o 

4.0 

P 3.0 

2.0 

1.0 

0.11 

0.25 

0.3 

0.08 

0.01 

0.0025 

1 

3 

4 

nodes 

698 

1376 

1332 

o First Mesh 

• Final Mesh 

elements 

1308 

2647 

2578 
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Figure 6.8 Comparison of pressure distributions along the surface of the double 
ellipse between the initial mesh and the final adaptively refined mesh. 
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6.4 Summary 

An implementation of triangular elements into the algorithm developed in 

previous chapters has been presented and incorporated into the adaptive mesh 

scheme of Peraire et al. (1987). An isoparametric triangle is used, resulting in 

an element whose implementation is virtually identical to that of the four-noded 

elements introduced earlier. A new definition for the element mesh length was 

also given, and is based on that used for quadrilaterals. The capability of these 

triangular elements and their use in this adaptive remeshing scheme have been 

illustrated through numerical examples. 

Also examined in this chapter was the use of the local time-stepping scheme 

to accelerate convergence to steady-state. The behavior observed in the airfoil 

example was typical of a variety of problems, where its use was seen to be effective 

when a large disparity in element size is present. Additional experimentation with 

this approach, however, has shown that the advancement of the solution at different 

rates for different nodal points does have a destabilizing effect on the algorithm. 

This is especially true when viscous effects are included. 

Finally, several comments can be made based on the experience obtained 

in the current work using this adaptive remeshing scheme. Clearly, the ability to 

adapt a grid to the solution of a particular problem is an extremely powerful tool. 

Grid adaptation would be a key component in three-dimensional extensions of this 

work. In the remeshing process, the importance of the local error estimate cannot 

be overemphasized. Regenerated meshes based on these error estimates were seen 

to be quite dependent on the scalar used for the estimate, with certain variables 

performing better than others for particular problems. Furthermore, high gradient 

features of different strengths also present challenges in the refinement process. 

The examples presented in this chapter illustrate somewhat the difficulty in refining 

shock waves of different strengths using the error estimator outlined herein. The 

further the mesh is refined, the more difficult it becomes to maintain a fine grid at 

weak shock and expansion waves. Strong shocks, for example, tend to dominate 

the error estimate to the detriment of these weaker flow features. This difficulty is 
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clearly related to the error estimator, and research continues on several fronts to 

deal with this issue. 
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OBLIQUE DETONATION WAVE 

RAM ACCELERATOR 
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Considerable interest exists for the possible use of shock-induced combustion 

for both the propulsion of aircraft and the acceleration of projectiles to hypersonic 

velocities (Hertzberg, et al. 1988). Among the important potential applications of 

the latter concept are direct launch to orbit of acceleration insensitive payloads, 

ultrahigh-speed projectile-end target interaction studies, kinetic energy weapon ac

celerators, and improved ground-based aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic test 

facilities. Numerical methods necessarily playa large role in the study of these 

concepts. The simulation of even the nonreacting flow problem, however, is ex

tremely challenging because of complicated flow domains and the importance of 

viscous effects. 

In this chapter, the algorithm developed herein is applied to a device in 

which a projectile is accelerated to high speeds through the use of an oblique 

detonation wave (ODW). A description of this concept, known as a ram accelerator, 

is given, followed by a discussion of the model used to simulate the effects of the 

detonation wave. Numerical examples and a discussion of results are presented for 

several projectile configurations and flow conditions. 

7.1 Concept Description 

As the name implies, the ram accelerator is much like the conventional 

supersonic ramjet in both its form and the gas dynamic principles which govern its 

function. A ramjet is comprised of an outer cowling and an internal body which 

act to form a supersonic diffuser, a combustion section, and an expansion nozzle. 

In the ram accelerator device, the launcher barrel and projectile geometry define 

this inlet/combustor/nozzle configuration. 
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Hertzberg et al. (1988) identified several projectile geometries and operating 

modes which, in theory, could span the velocity range of 0.7 -12 km/s; specifically, 

two subsonic combustion modes, a normal over driven detonation mode, and two 

supersonic combustion modes. Common to all of these concepts is a projectile 

traveling through a premixed fuel-oxidizer mixture. In turn, the energy released 

through the combustion of this mixture, and the associated increase in pressure, 

accelerates the projectile. 

Also in this work, the authors indicated that the two subsonic drive modes 

are limited to velocities of approximately 3 km/s, while approximately 5 km/s 

would be the maximum attainable velocity for the overdriven detonation wave con

cept. Higher projectile velocities require supersonic flow throughout. As a result, 

much interest is currently being directed to the use of oblique detonation waves 

for the supersonic combustion of the mixture, with potential pojectile velocities of 

12 km/s. Further discussion of these detonation waves is presented in the following 

section. 

As mentioned above, two supersonic combustion drive modes were identified 

by Hertzberg et al. (1988). These two concepts, shown graphically in Figure 7.1, 

rely on different methods to initiate the necessary detonation waves. In principle, 

the shape of the Type I projectile, its velocity, and the combustible mixture are 

designed such that the initial bow shock does not initiate combustion but its re

flection off of the tube wall does. It is this concept that is simulated in the present 

work. In contrast, the oblique shock structure emanating from the leading edge 

of the Type II projectile is not of a sufficient strength to combust the reactive 

mixture. Rather, a small but steep change in projectile area initiates the required 

oblique shock. This shock-induced combustion, propagating through the reactive 

mixture, is the detonation wave. In each concept, a light gas gun is used to initially 

launch the projectile up to the 2 - 3 km/s needed for operation. 

The schematic of Figure 7.1(a) illustrates the on-design, or accomodated, 

condition of the Type I configuration. The projectile geometry and flow parame

ters are such that the detonation wave strikes the projectile at the intersection of 

the conical forebody and the cylindrical section. As the velocity of the projectile 
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Figure 7.1 Schematics of oblique detonation wave ram accelerator concepts. 
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changes from this state, however, the shock angles also change, and the ram accel

erator operates in an off-design condition. At higher free stream Mach numbers, 

the initial shock moves closer to the projectile, and the detonation wave strikes aft 

of the shoulder. In this case, an expansion at the shoulder intersects and weak

ens the reflected shock. Alternatively, if the Mach number is below that of the 

accomodated case, the high pressure behind the detonation wave decelerates the 

projectile. It is important, therefore, to insure that the ram accelerator operates at 

Mach numbers equal to or greater than that at which the on-design conditions are 

met. This can be accomplished in part by using segregated mixtures of different 

speeds of sound throughout the length of the barrel. Even with this consideration, 

it is apparent that the accelerator will often operate under off-design conditions, 

and numerical simulations are necessary to determine the relevant flow parameters. 

Also crucial to the performance of the ram accelerator are the design of 

the annulus and nozzle regions. Here again, numerical modeling of the flow is 

necessary to define the projectile geometry which maximizes thrust. The small 

ratio of the gap between the projectile and the barrel wall to the barrel radius 

makes the simulation of even the nonreacting flow problem extremely challenging. 

7.2 Oblique Detonation Wave Model 

Central to the function of the ram accelerator is the energy release from the 

oblique detonation wave. Pratt et al. (1987) have derived conditions under which 

these waves can exist by considering the supersonic flow of an ideal gas past a two

dimensional compression corner (Figure 7.2). By explicitly including a term in the 

energy equation to represent the heat release due to a combustion process, jump 

conditions across this oblique shock were determined with a functional dependence 

on q, the additional heat per unit mass. Clearly, if q = 0, the standard Rankine

Hugoniot conditions should be, and are, recovered. 

As in the adiabatic case, two wave angles are mathematically possible for a 

given turning angle e. The larger value of f3 is referred to as the strong solution, 

with the weak solution given by the smaller angle. For the most part, with no 
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Figure 7.2 Geometry for an oblique shock. 

heat release, the downstream (state 2 in Figure 7.2) flow is supersonic for the weak 

solution and subsonic for the strong. The heat release due to combustion, however, 

acts to steepen the wave angle and leads to three distinct classes of waves: 

1. Weak, under driven ODW's - Weak oblique shock waves with q > 0 and 

M 2n > 1. 

11. Weak, overdriven ODW's - Weak oblique shock waves with q > 0 and 

M 2n < 1. 

111. Strong ODW's - Strong oblique shock waves with q > o. All strong shocks 

are overdriven (.i'vf2n < 1). 

In these definitions, JVf2n is the Mach number based on the component of the ve

locity normal to and downstream of the shock. Since detonation waves cannot 

propogate at supersonic speeds, only weak, overdriven ODW's are physically pos

sible. Therefore, for a given upstream Mach number and amount of heat release, 

a minimum turning angle ()c-J is given as that which results in M 2n = 1. This is 

known as the Chapman-Jouguet (C-J) state, as denoted by the subscript. At the 
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other limit, the maximum possible turning angle Bmax is determined by the demar

cation between the weak and strong shock solutions. As in the adiabatic case, the 

oblique shock detaches and moves upstream as this angle is exceeded. These limits 

define the range of turning angles through which a flow with prescribed upstream 

conditions and heat release can possibly be stabilized. This range decreases with 

increasing heat release, but increases as the upstream Mach number is increased. 

The conditions derived by Pratt et al. (1987) therefore allow the determina

tion of the stability of an oblique shock with heat release. That is, given prescribed 

upstream flow conditions, wall turning angle, and heat addition, the wave angle 

and downstream properties are known. With this information, the stability of the 

resulting wave can be determined. Additionally, these jump conditions give an ap

proach for the prediction of shock-induced combustion properties. In this process, 

the heat and pressure increase across a shock in a combustible mixture is sufficient 

to initiate a chemical reaction. This reaction, and in particular the associated heat 

release, affects the wave and the jump conditions as described above. In turn, 

these new jump conditions alter the reaction chemistry. A solution is obtained by 

iteratively solving the ODW equations and the equations governing the chemical 

reactions of the mixture until both are satisfied. 

The foregoing discussion is, in fact, a description of the solution process 

and computer program derived and written by Pratt (1986). In this code, called 

ODWE2, the reaction of hydrogen and air is considered and calculated by a Gibbs 

function minimization technique (Pratt, 1977). In this manner, the distribution 

of species mole numbers downstream of the wave is determined, and the heat 

release is obtained as the formation enthalpy of the mixture. The wave angle and 

jump conditions are then computed based on this heat addition and the prescribed 

upstream properties. 

Numerical results based on reaction models of varying complexity (Yungster 

et al., 1989, Glenn and Pratt, 1988, Cambier et al., 1988, and Bogdanoff and 

Bracket, 1987) verify that when the conditions for a stable detonation wave are 

satisfied, the reaction times for mixtures of interest are sufficiently short so that 

the entire reaction occurs within the computed thickness of the shock wave. As 
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a result, a first approximation of the effects of this type of reaction may be made 

in which the detonation wave is considered a boundary separating burned and 

unburned fluid regions. 

The model used in the present work to simulate the shock-induced combus

tion effects within the ram accelerator begins with solving the "cold flow" problem 

for the unburned gas and determining if the calculated conditions downstream of 

the initial bow shock are such that its reflection satisfies the conditions of a stable 

detonation wave. Since the length of the reflected shock relative to the radius of 

the accelerator barrel is small (approximately 10-15%), a two-dime1l3ional approx

imation to this conical wave can be made. With this two-dimensional assumption, 

the code ODWE2 described above is used to determine the stability of the ODW 

and the jump conditions based on a reaction of the mixture. Once the stability 

criterion is satisfied, the bow shock and detonation wave geometries are used to 

calculate the projectile radius for an accomodated flow state. This is necessary 

since more complicated, off-design conditions, e.g., the expansion/detonation wave 

interaction, cannot be estimated using this ODW model. The calculated detona

tion wave now becomes an inflow boundary to the downstream flow domain, with 

condi tions based on the reaction of the mixture. The flow in this new domain is 

computed using the fluid properties of the burned gas. 

7.3 Numerical Results 

The algorithm based on the internal energy formulation of Chaper 5 is used 

to simulate the flow past a variety of ram accelerator projectile configurations. A 

typical flow domain and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 7.3, with the 

boundary conditions chosen so that the problem is formulated in the reference 

frame of the projectile. In this figure, u and v are the velocity components aligned 

with and transverse to the projectile axis of symmetry, respectively. The solid wall 

conditions shown here represent those used for viscous simulations, and are replaced 

by a tangency requirement in Euler calculations. The reference length L is take!l 

to be either the height of a two-dimensional half-model or the barrel radius of an 
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Figure 1.3 Typical domain geometry and boundary conditions for flow past a 
ram accelerator projectile. 

axisymmetric model, and the free stream conditions are set to the inflow values. In 

all cases, the equations are integrated in time to steady-state using a second-order 

Runge-Kutta scheme and global time-stepping. Finally, unless otherwise specified, 

a value of 1.4 is used for I, the ratio of specific heats. 

The first set of examples contains both two-dimensional and axisymmetric 

configurations under nonreacting flow conditions. The differences between these 

models is shown, as well as the effect of various free stream Mach numbers. Both 

viscous and inviscid solutions are presented. 

The second set of examples is used to demonstrate the use of the detonation 

wave model. An axisymmetric forebody with a 16° conical half-angle is used to gen

erate the initial shock wave in a hydrogen-air mixture. Details of the incorporation 

of the ODW model are given, as well as results for a series of centerbody /nozzle 

geometries. Projectile thrusts are obtained by integrating the calculated pressure 

distributions about each configuration. 
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Figure 7.4 Computation grid for flow past a 16° leading edge, 25° trailing edge 
ram accelerator projectile. 

N onreacting simulations 

The first series of problems is based on a projectile with a 16° leading 

edge and a 25° trailing edge angle. The nondimensional length of the leading 

edge is 3, thereby forming a nondimensional gap width of approximately 0.14. 

The centerbody is aligned with the barrel axis and is of unit length. Figure 7.4 

shows the 100-by-40 mesh employed for these inviscid simuations. A uniform nodal 

distribution in both coordinate directions is used. 

Figures 7 .5( a) through (c) show the steady-state pressure contours calcu

lated using the two-dimensional model at Moo = 5, 7, and 10, respectively. En

largements of these contour plots in the gap between the projectile and the acceler

ator barrel are presented in Figures 7.5(d) through (f). The associated temperature 

distributions are given in Figures 7.6(a) through (f). An oblique shock system em

anating from the leading edge of the projectile is clearly observed in each figure, 

as is the effect of the various free stream Mach numbers. At Moo = 5, an ac

comodated flow condition is simulated, and virtually no pressure or temperature 

variations are seen throughout the annular region. As the Mach number increases, 

the leading edge shock angle decreases, and its reflection strikes the projectile aft 
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of the shoulder. The interactions between the reflected shock and the expansion 

wave generated at the projectile shoulder are clearly seen for these higher Mach 

number cases, as well as additional shock reflections in the gap. In fact, for the 

Moo = 7 case, a second reflection off of the top wall is captured at the beginning 

of the nozzle region. 

Results of a similar variation in free stream Mach number for the axisym

metric model are shown in Figures 7.7 and 7.S in the form of steady-state pressure 

and temperature contour plots, respectively. In these figures, free stream Mach 

numbers of 4, 5, and 7 are considered. Here, the on-design condition occurs at 

Moo = 4, rather than 5 as in the two-dimensional example. The angle between 

the leading edge shock and the projectile decreases with increasing Mach number, 

and is smaller than the two-dimensional results at the same Mach numbers. The 

agreement between the calculated conical shock angles and Taylor-Maccoll analyt

ical results is quite good. Also captured are the conical shocks generated by the 

realignment of the flow at the trailing edge centerline. 

A reduction of the free stream Mach number to 3 results in the choked 

condition presented in Figures 7.9( a) through (c). The strong shock which forms 

upstream of the projectile shoulder decelerates the fluid to subsonic velocities. 

The flow then becomes sonic in the annular region, and acclerates supersonically 

through the nozzle. A shear layer is clearly observed in the local Mach number 

contours of Figure 7.9( c), and is further illustrated in Figure 7.9( d) through details 

of the velocity field. The adverse performance consequences of this flow condition 

are obvious. 

Steady-state density, pressure, and temperature contour plots are shown in 

Figures 7.10(a) through (c), respectively, for a contoured, two-dimensional projec

tile model. This Moo = 6 Euler solution was obtained using a 250-by-40 uniformly 

distributed computational grid. Exceptional detail of the shock and expansion 

waves is seen, especially in the annular region (Figures 7.10(d) through (f)). 

The final example considers the Moo = 5 viscous flow past a two-dimensional 

projectile model with 25° leading and trailing edges. The nondimensional height of 

the projectile and its centerbody length are taken as 17/19 and 40/19, respectively. 
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(c) Moo = 10. 

Figure 7.5 Pressure contours for inviscid flow past a two-dimensional, 16° lead
ing edge, 25° trailing edge ram accelerator projectile. 
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(d) M= =5. 

(e) M= = 7. 

(f) M= = 10. 

Figure 7.5 (Continued) Details of the gap between the projectile and the accel
erator barrel. 
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Figure 7.6 Temperature contours for inviscid flow past a two-dimensional, 16° 
leading edge, 25° trailing edge ram accelerator projectile. 
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(d) Moo = 5. 
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(f) Moo = 10. 

Figure 7.6 (Continued) Details of the gap between the projectile and the accel
erator barrel. 
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Figure 7.7 Pressure contours for inviscid flow past an axisymmetric, 160 leading 
edge, 25 0 trailing edge ram accelerator projectile. 
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(d) Moo = 4. 

(e) Moo = 5. 

(f) Moo = 7. 

Figure 7.7 (Continued) Details of the gap between the projectile and the accel
erator barrel. 
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Figure 7.8 Temperature contours for inviscid flow past an axisymmetric, 16° 
leading edge, 25° trailing edge ram accelerator projectile. 
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(d) !vIoo = 4. 

(e) Moo = 5. 

(f) Moo = 7. 

Figure 7.8 (Continued) Details of the gap between the projectile and the accel
erator barrel. 
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Figure 7.9 1v[00 = 3 inviscid flow past an axisymmetric, 16° leading edge, 25° 
trailing edge ram accelerator projectile. 
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Figure 7.10 Moo = 6 inviscid flow past a two-dimensional, 16° leading edge, 
contoured ram accelerator projectile. 
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( d) Density. 

( e) Pressure. 

(f) Temperature. 

Figure 7.10 (Continued) Details of the gap between the projectile and the ac-
celerator barrel. > 
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The 200-by-25 mesh is shown in Figure 7.11(a). Values of 1/2 and 1.05 have been 

used for the parameters a and (3, respectively, in Equation (4.58) to achieve the 

clustering of the grid at the top and bottom boundaries. A constant Reynolds 

number of 105 and a Prandtl number of 0.72 are used. 

Steady-state temperature and local Mach number contours are given in Fig

ures 7.1l(b) and (c), respectively, and depict a nearly accomodated flow condition. 

Each figure also shows an oblique shock at the trailing edge of the projectile as the 

flow is turned by the symmetry condition. Details of the velocity field near the 

projectile shoulder are given in Figure 7.11(d), showing the effect of the initial and 

reflected shocks on the flow. The boundary layer development is clearly illustrated, 

and a small recirculation zone is predicted just aft of the projectile shoulder. A 

boundary layer at the top wall due to the imposed velocity boundary condition is 

also observed. 
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Reacting Jimulations 

The projectile forebody considered for the following simulations is that 

formed by a 16° conical half-angle. Only axisymmetric models are analyzed in 

this section. In addition, the following reference quantities and nondimensional 

parameters are used: 

Poo 1469.6 psia 

Poo 6.176 lbm/ft3 

Uoo 8202.1 ft/s 

Too 536.4°R 

L 0.748 in 

1\11= 6.063 

Reoo 2.56 x 108 

Pr 0.72 

'Y 1.4 

These values correspond to a 38 mm barrel diameter, a tube fill pressure of 100 atm, 

and a projectile velocity of 2500 m/s. A hydrogen-air mixture with an equivalence 

ratio of 0.5 is considered, with the exception of Pr, Re, and J.l, where values 

corresponding to pure air are used. 

An initial inviscid simulation using the mesh shown in Figure 7.4 was per

formed to determine the angle of the leading edge shock and the pertinent fluid 

and flow quantities needed to determine the jump conditions for the detonation 

wave model. Average values between those calculated at the projectile surface and 

those just downstream of the initial shock were used. These quantities and the 

corresponding values following the detonation wave are given in Table 7.1, with 

the latter obtained with the code ODWE2 of Pratt (1987). Overbars are included 

to highlight the fact that these are dimensional quantities. Also, M is the Mach 
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Table 7.1 Upstream and downstream conditions at the oblique detonation wave 
in the ram accelerator simulation. 

Upstream Downstream 

p (psia) 9823.05 71363.71 

P (lbm/ft3
) 23.3186 40.6566 

ii (ft /s) 7701.08 6329.84 

t (OR) 949.83 4333.38 

M 4.688 1.9754 

I 1.4 1.2626 

number calculated using the local fluid velocity and speed of sound. These parame

ters indicate that a weak overdriven ODW is possible, thus satisfying the necessary 

condition for a stable wave. 

The geometry of the shock structure and the projectile/barrel configuration 

is defined in Figure 7.12. The turning angle at the tube wall O2 was used as input 

to ODWE2, while the detonation wave angle i32 was output from ODWE2. Both 

the initial projectile bow shock angle i31 and the turning angle O2 are given by the 

finite element solution. The values of these angles and the calculated projectile 

radius required for an accomodated flow condition are as follows: 

Ol 16° 

i31 19.5° 

()2 15.027° 

/32 44.052° 

Rp 0.6545 in 
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Figure 7.12 Shock wave and projectile/barrel geometry in a ram accelerator. 

It is interesting to note that if no reaction takes place, the analytical reflected shock 

angle /32 is 24.70, in contrast to the 44.0520 ODW angle given above. 

A mesh was subsequently generated with a projectile defined by a 160 leading 

edge angle, a 250 trailing edge angle, and a cylindrical centerbody of nondimen

sionallength 1, parallel to the barrel axis, and with nondimensional radius 0.875. 

This latter dimension reflects the ratio of the projectile radius Rp to the reference 

length L defined earlier as the 0.748 in (19 mm) radius of the accelerator barrel. 

In addition, the previously vertical element boundaries were skewed such that a 

straight line of nodal points was placed along the calculated portion of the deto

nation wave. That is, the position of the nearly vertical line extending from the 

tube wall to the shoulder of the projectile is the location calculated for the ODW. 

Details of this area are shown in Figure 7.13. 

Steady-state density, pressure, and temperature contours are plotted in Fig

ures 7.14(a) through (c), respectively, depicting the flow field of the nonreacting 

baseline case. Details of the gap between the projectile and the tube wall are given 

in Figures 7.14( d) through (f). It is observed here that the reflected shock angle 

agrees quite well with the analytical value for this nonreacting condition. 
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Figure 7.13 Detail of the computational mesh at the projectile shoulder showing 
the accomodation of the detonation wave. 

A series of three centerbody /nozzle configurations are now examined to 

study the effect of the projectile geometry on the perfonnance of the ram accel

erator. These geometries are identified in Table 7.2 as Cases I through III, with 

the Case I configuration being the same 25° cone as that used in the nonreacting 

baseline example. The following expressions define the shapes of the two contoured 

projectiles: 

Case II: 

{ 

tan( _3°) z + 1.0611 
r _ -13.2192 + 8.7264z -1.7237z2 + O.1054z3 

- 8.2663 - 2.8061z + O.2991z2 - 0.0098z3 

o 

Case III: 

{ 

tan( _5°) z + 1.1857 
_ -58.9457 + 37.2210z - 7.5972z2 + 0.5053z3 

r - 61.0447 _ 29.9109z + 4.8897z2 - 0.2666z3 

o 

3.5515 ~ z ~ 4.0515 
4.0515 ~ z ~ 4.9015 
4.9015 ~ z ~ 6.4015 
6.4015 :S z :S 6.9015 

3.5515 :S z :S 4.3015 
4.3015 :S z :S 5.1015 
5.1015 :S z :S 6.4015 
6.4015 :S z :S 6.9015 . 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 
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Figure 7.14 Moo = 6.063 inviscid flow past an axisymmetric, 160 leading edge, 
250 trailing edge ram accelerator projectile. 
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( d) Density. 

(e) Pressure. 

(f) Tennperature. 

Figure 7.14 (Continued) Details of the gap between the projectile and the ac
celerator barrel. 
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Table 7.2 Schematics of projectile centerbody /nozzle geometries used down
stream of the ODW. 

Case Geometry 

I ~ 
II ~J 
III ~ 

To account for the different value of I in the burned gas region, the de

pendent variables are nondimensionalized using the downstream quantities of Ta

ble 7.1. The line of nodes along the calculated detonation wave now becomes the 

inflow boundary along which the various flow quantities are specified. Along this 

boundary, the density and temperature are set equal to unity, the r-component of 

velocity is set to zero since the problem has been defined at the accomodated state, 

and the z-component is obtained by scaling the incoming velocity magnitudes by 

the ratio UdUl, where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the upstream and downstream 

sides of the ODW, respectively. This condition is imposed to have a consistent way 

to determine a velocity inflow condition, primarily to account for viscous boundary 

layers in N avier-Stokes simulations. 
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The computational mesh for the Case I configuration is given m Fig

ure 7.l5(a), clearly showing the angled inflow geometry. The pressure and temper

ature are rescaled to the original free stream values and plotted in Figures 7.15(b) 

and (c), respectively. Because of the sharp corner at the end of the annular sec

tion, the flow quickly expands to a nearly constant pressU!'e along the aft end of 

the projectile. Unfortunately, from a performance perspective, the highest pressure 

regions occur where the projectile surfaces are aligned with the tube axis. 

To see a composite solution, the unburned gas solution at the front of the 

projectile is joined to the burned gas problem examined here. Figures 7.l6(a) 

through (c) contain contours of density, pressure, and temperature, respectively. 

These figures may be compared to the solution of the nonreacting baseline problem 

shown in Figures 7.l4(a) through (c). Qualitatively, clear differences are observed 

due to the substantially different reflected shock angles and the local Mach numbers 

downstream of these reflections. Since the projectile was designed for an accomo

dated flow condition, the shock and expansion wave interaction observed through 

the annular region of the nonreacting example is not present in the reacting case. 

The lower Mach number behind the ODW in the latter example results in a lower 

Mach number at the aft end of the projectile, and a larger shock angle formed by 

the alignment of the flow at the centerline. 

The second and third projectile geometries, referred to as Cases II and III 

in Table 7.2, respectively, are contoured to take advantage of the higher pressure 

regions of the flow by expanding the flow more slowly than the sharp corner of 

the previous example. The meshes and contours of pressure and temperature for 

these two problems are shown in Figures 7.17 and 7.lS. The shape of the Case II 

projectile is seen to result in a much more gradual pressure gradient along the aft 

surface when compared to that of the first example. In comparison, the Case III 

geometry is such that a shock is formed near the line of symmetry. The effects of 

these different flow fields on the resulting axial force acting on the projectile will 

be examined later in this section. 

The final example is a viscous simulation using the Case II center

body jnozzle geometry. A lOO-by-40 grid around the entire projectile was employed 
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1960 nodes 1872 elements 

(a) Computational mesh. 

(b) Pressure. 

T mox= 9.520 10. 

( c) Temperature. 

Figure 7.15 Case I ram accelerator nozzle configuration with detonation wave 
inflow conditions - inviscid solution. 
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Figure 7.16 Composite solution of Moo = 6.063 inviscid flow past a 16° lead
ing edge and a Case I ram accelerator nozzle configuration with 
detonation wave inflow. 
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1960 nodes 1872 elements 

(a) Computational mesh. 

Pmox= 4.86·,0' AP= 2.68·,0· 

(b) Pressure. 

Tmox= 8.17·10· T mln= 4.55·,0· AT= 2.13·'0-' 

( C) Temperature. 

Figure 7.17 Case II ram accelerator nozzle configuration with detonation wave 
inflow conditions - inviscid solution. 
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1960 nodes 1872 elements 

(a) Computational mesh. 

(b) PresstU"e. 

( c) Temperature. 

Figure 7.18 Case III ram accelerator nozzle configtU"ation with detonation wave 
inflow conditions - inviscid solution. 
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to first obtain "cold flow" results. The domain geometry from the inflow to the 

shoulder of the projectile is the same as that used for the inviscid simulation. 

Equation (4.58) with a = 1/2 and fJ = 1.1 was used to cluster the mesh near 

the projectile and barrel surfaces. The reference quantities and nondimensional 

parameters are defined at the beginning of this section. The viscosity was assumed 

to obey the Sutherland law and parameters for air were used. 

Contours of the density, pressure and local Mach number, given in Fig

ures 7 .19( a) through (c), respectively, show the familiar shock structure at the 

leading edge of the projectile. Figures 7.19( d) through (f) are details of these con

tours in the centerbody region. The computed quantities in front of the reflection 

were virtually identical to the Euler solutions obtained earlier, so the use of the 

same ODW results is warranted. The solution along the aft surface of the projectile 

indicates a small separation region near the centerline. 

Figure 7.20(a) is a plot of the mesh used for the burned gas problem. The 

resulting pressure and local Mach number contours are given in Figures 7.20(b) and 

( c), respectively. Comparing these results to those presented earlier for the Case II 

inviscid problem (Figure 7.17), the separated flow region seen in the Mach contours 

effectively alters the pressure distribution along the aft surface of the projectile. 

In fact, the detached boundary layer actually has the effect of "recontouring" the 

projectile. Details of this separated region are shown in Figure 7.20( d) with a plot 

of the velocity field. 

A comparison of the pressure distributions along each projectile configura

tion is presented in Figure 7.21. Differences in the expansion of the flow through the 

centerbody and into the nozzle regions between each model are clearly observed. 

Also illustrated is the effect of the weak shock at the leading edge of the separation 

zone in the viscous example. 

To calculate the projectile thrust due to the surface pressure, a single ele

ment boundary is considered. Since the pressure varies linearly along this boundary, 

the force Ti acting in the z-direction is given by 

j
r i +1 

T j = 211" r' p( r) r dr , 
I 

(7.3) 
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I 
7.0 

I 
7.0 

I 
7.0 

Figure 7.19 1\1100 = 6.063 viscous flow past a 16° leading edge and a Case II 
ram accelerator nozzle configuration - cold flow results. 
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(d) Density. 

( e) Pressure. 

t.fmln= 0.00 

(f) Mach number. 

Figure 7.19 (Continued) Details of the gap between the projectile and the ac
celerator barrel. 
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1960 nodes 1872 elements 

(a) Computational mesh. 

Pmln= 3.26'10' 

(b) Pressure. 

t.4mln= 0.00 

( c) Mach number. 

Figure 7.20 Case II ram accelerator nozzle configuration with detonation wave 
inflow conditions - viscous solution. 
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Figure 7.21 Pressure distribution along each projectile from the ODW location 
at the shoulder to the trailing edge. 

where 

( ) _ Pi+ 1 - Pi +. Pi+ 1 - Pi . 
P T - r PI - r z • 

T'i+l - Ti Ti+l - Ti 
(7.4) 

Substituting Equation (7.4) into Equation (7.3) yields 

(7.5) 

Figure 7 .22( a) is a plot of these element forces as a function of z. The total force 

acting on the projectile is obtained by summing up the contribution from each 

element boundary. 

The cumulative effect of the element forces is given in Figure 7.22(b) for 

each of the burned gas examples considered in this section. Here, the force plotted 

is defined by 
m 

(7.6) 

where i = 1 is the first element downstream of the ODW location. The final 

location of each curve is the total axial force due to the pressure acting along each 
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projectile from the ODW location to the trailing edge. The total forces calculated 

for each of the nozzle configurations are given in Table 7.3. A positive total force 

indicates a positive thrust. The first three are inviscid results, while the final entry 

is the Case II configuration with viscosity. The effects of the different geometries 

on the thrust, and, therefore, the projectile acceleration, is significant. 

Table 7.3 Calculated projectile forces for various nozzle configurations. 

Force (lbf) 

Case Type Front Rear Total 

I Inviscid -13058.15 23337.29 10279.14 

II Inviscid -13058.15 25536.46 12478.31 

III Inviscid -13058.15 21269.14 8210.99 

II Viscous -13166.62 26252.11 13085.49 

It is also observed that while the force acting on the forebody of the projectile 

is slightly higher for the viscous example, the overall thrust due to pressure is higher 

than that computed for the associated inviscid case. Recalling the contour plots 

of Figure 7.20, the separated boundary layer and long, slender recirculation zone 

along the aft surface of the projectile effectively modified the projectile geometry 

as far as the external flow is concerned. It is anticipated that if the projectile 

were contoured to the shape formed by this separated flow field, an improvement 

in performance would be realized. Of course, in the viscous example, the actual 

thrust of the projectile would be less than that presented in the table due to friction 

losses. 
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Figure 7.22 Distribution of local and cumulative forces along each projectile 
from the onw location at the shoulder to the trailing edge. 
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7.4 Summarv 

In this chapter, the finite element model developed herein was used to simu

late the high speed flow about a ram accelerator projectile. Both two-dimensional 

and axisymmetric models were considered over a variety of free stream Mach num

bers and for various projectile geometries. The algorithm was observed to be 

extremely robust and yet captured a remarkable amount of detail. 

The oblique detonation wave model developed by Pratt (1986) was success

fully used in conjunction with the present simulation to approximate the effects 

of the shock-induced combustion. Several projectile configurations were examined 

and estimates of thrust were presented. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS 

A new extension of the Petrov-Galerkin method developed for viscous in

compressible flow by Kelly et ai. (1980) and Brooks and Hughes (1982) has been 

implemented for the compressible Navier-Stokes and Euler equations. This exten

sion, based on nonconservative forms of the governing equations, has the important 

advantage that it provides precise criteria to choose both the direction in which an 

anisotropic diffusion must be added for stability and the exact amount needed to 

maintain accuracy. ·When the equations are written in terms of the specific total 

energy, the kinetic energy of the system modifies the convection-diffusion balance 

in the momentum and energy equations through the pressure gradient and pressure 

work terms. In fact, the directions the scalar velocity components are convected in 

the moment urn equations are different from the local streamline direction. Alter

natively, the use of the specific internal energy form of the energy equation leads to 

an algorithm in which the direction of application of the anisotropic diffusion re

duces to the direction of flow. This not only resulted in a more efficient algorithm, 

but also offers clear advantages for high Mach number flows. 

Numerical solutions of a variety of examples were presented which illustrate 

the ability of this model to capture shock and expansion waves while also accurately 

resolving viscous boundary layers. An implementation using a linear triangular ele

ment was also put forth and combined with an adaptive scheme using unstructured 

meshes. The method is extremely robust and quite efficient, although it is clear 

that improvements in computational speed can be made by further vectorization 

and eventual parallelization. 

The algorithm developed here was also applied to the ram accelerator con

cept for the acceleration of projectiles to ultrahigh velocities. Several projectile 

configurations and flow conditions were considered using both two-dimensional 

and axisymmetric formulations. An oblique detonation wave model was used to 
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simulate the effects of the shock-induced combustion needed to accelerate the pro

jectile. Results have been presented to show the significant effects the projectile 

geometry has on the performance of the ram accelerator, and also to illustrate the 

ability of the present method to simulate extremely demanding flow problems. 

Based on the present work, several recommendations can be made for future 

research. First, it is clear that deficiencies exist in regions where the local Mach 

number is small, leading to pressure oscillations. Improvements also need to be 

made with regard to the implementation of subsonic outflow boundary conditions. 

These conditions have a dramatic effect not only on the numerical solution, but 

also on the convergence behavior of the algorithm. 

In addition, the method proposed here is not based on a consistent weighting 

of all terms in the equations. It has been shown (see, e.g., Brooks and Hughes, 

1982) that the consistent use of the Petrov-Galerkin weighting functions in the 

forcing terms is necessary to maintain the high accuracy of the linear convective 

transport problems. However, this result has not been established for the nonlinear 

Navier-Stokes or Euler equations. In fact, for density-driven flows (Heinrich, 1984 

and Heinrich and Yu, 1988), consistent weighting of the body force terms also led 

to unstable algorithms, as it did in the present work. One possible approach to 

address this consistency issue has been suggested by Codina (1990) in which an 

alternate implementation of the Petrov-Galerkin weights is considered. 

Since many important problems of supersonic flow include the chemical 

reaction of the fluid constituents, the inclusion of chemistry into the flow solver 

would be a significant contribution. The limitations of the ODW model used in 

the present work illustrate this need. Recent calculations by Yungster (1990) of 

shock wave/boundary layer interactions in a combustible gas mixture show that it 

is possible to induce combustion in the boundary layer, which then can propogate 

upstream. Furthermore, spontaneous ignition in the boundary layer was predicted 

at high Mach numbers. The importance of these phenomena on the performance 

of the ram accelerator, for example, would be significant. 

The extensions of the present model to three-dimensional and time

dependent problems are also suggested. Among the issues which would need to 
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be considered are the treatment of the mass matrix, the temporal integration ap

proach, and mesh adaptivity. 

Finally, while the implementation into the adaptive mesh scheme presented 

in this work was encouraging, further work is recommended. While the geometrical 

flexibility of triangular elements is clear, the performance of the bilinear element 

also makes it an interesting candidate for use in an adaptive mesh scheme. One 

possibility is the approach of Oden et al. (1987), although it appears that this is 

an area in which more ideas would be most welcome. 
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